
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Analysis of Current Practices in Natural History Museums’ in the Interpretation of 
Mammoths with Implications for the Mayborn Museum Complex 

 
Maree M. Yard, M.A. 

 
Co-Mentor: Kenneth Hafertepe, Ph.D. 
Co-Mentor: Charles Walter, M.B.A. 

 

 For this thesis I gathered current practices in the interpretation of mammoths by sending a 

14-question survey, distributed to U.S. natural history museums. My purpose for doing so was to 

inform my recommendations regarding future exhibit renovations at the Mayborn Museum 

Complex. I have recommended a three phase renovation plan for the museum, supported by the 

data collected. The first phase centers on the Mammoth Site exhibit, to be implemented 

immediately. The second phase encompasses a new exhibit in the former Extinction Hall, for in 

the near term. The third phase is for the future Natural History Hall, to be facilitated in the long-

term. Specifically, I made recommendations regarding the types of interpretive methods that 

should be included in the exhibits and possible exhibit themes. Of the 12 methods of 

interpretation offered on the survey, five could be included in the future exhibit development of 

the Natural History Hall at the Mayborn Museum Complex. The five methods of interpretation 

that could be used are the articulated mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, replicas, images, and 

staff/ volunteer demonstrations. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Introduction 

 
A Pleistocene giant, Columbian mammoths, roamed central Texas over 70,000 

years ago.1 In Waco, Texas two institutions interpret these behemoths of the Pleistocene 

Epoch: Baylor University’s Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth 

National Monument. When I was developing plans for this thesis, the Mayborn Museum 

Complex raised funds for a renovation of the Natural History Hall and Leadership staff 

members requested analysis of current interpretation practices that might inform the 

future interpretation of mammoths in the hall.   

My personal interest in mammoths led me to choose this topic and I hope that 

this research will explicate the interpretive decisions made by the Mayborn Museum 

Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument. The director and exhibit 

development staff of the Mayborn Museum Complex was particularly interested in 

learning about current interpretation practices across the United States. They want the 

data, gathered in this thesis, to inform exhibit decisions during the 

development of renovation plans of the Natural History Hall. My purpose for this thesis 

was to inform exhibit development staff of effective interpretive methods that were used 

by US Natural History Museums. I developed a survey and conducted interviews with 

participating museums across the United States to reach that purpose. I wanted 

 
 1 Nordt, L., Bongino, J., Forman, S., Esker, D., & Benedict, A. (2015). Late 
Quaternary environments of the Waco Mammoth site, Texas USA. Quaternary 
Research, 84(3), 423-438. 
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to understand how mammoth fossils in a museum’s collections are being used at 

surveyed museums to contribute to the interpretation of mammoths, or if there were 

alternative methods to the display of fossils in the interpretation of 

mammoths. Understanding how to use mammoth fossils in an exhibit could also help 

navigate budgetary restrictions when developing the future exhibits at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex.  

The foundation of this thesis is museum interpretation. According to the Oxford 

English Dictionary, the traditional definition of interpretation is the action of explaining 

the meaning of something.  Museum interpretation is an “educational activity which aims 

to reveal meanings and relationships through the use of original objects, by firsthand 

experience, and by illustrative media, rather than simply to communicate factual 

information”.2 To help guide museum interpretation Freeman Tilden developed six 

principles of interpretation: 1) interpretation must relate to what is displayed or being 

described, 2) information is not interpretation but all interpretation includes information, 

3) interpretation is an art, 4) interpretation is not instruction but provocation, 5) 

interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and 6) interpretation for 

children should be separate from adult interpretation.3 It can be used to educate, while 

helping make a memorable museum experience for the visitor. This thesis includes three 

supporting chapters that explore the role of museum interpretation at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex, the Waco Mammoth National Monument, and participating US 

 
 2 Tilden, F., Craig, R., & Dickenson, R. (2007). Interpreting our heritage (4th ed., 
expanded and updated.). University of North Carolina Press. 
 
 3IBID 
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museums (Chapters Two through Four). In addition, the thesis has sections on 

background, current interpretation, methods, analysis, and recommendations.  

Chapter Two discusses the methods employed during the process of writing this 

thesis and my approach to developing the thesis, helping to add context for the reader. I 

share my thought process while completing the thesis and decisions made.  

Chapter Three explores the histories of geology, interpretation of fossils in natural 

history museums, including Baylor University’s old Strecker Museum and the current 

Mayborn Museum Complex, and the Waco Mammoth National Monument. I researched 

the prehistory of the Waco Mammoth National Monument to understand the preservation 

issues, such as the fossilization of the bones and their fragile nature, that hamper 

interpretation of mammoths at each institution that must be kept in mind for future 

exhibition of the fossils. Understanding the history of fossil interpretation through 

exhibits in natural history museums helped to clarify current exhibit design decisions 

made by natural history museums. Researching the history of the Strecker Museum and 

the Mayborn Museum Complex helped the author understand the methods used in the 

past to interpret natural history and decisions made by staff no longer with the museum.  

Chapter Four compiles the current interpretation of mammoths at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument to inform the reader 

about mammoth exhibits at each institution. I have identified issues with exhibiting 

mammoths and their corresponding solutions through researching the current 

interpretation at each institution. Mitigation techniques were developed by staff at the 

Baylor University museums and the Waco Mammoth National Monument.  I constructed 

a survey to assess what and how museums are interpreting mammoths across the United 
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States. The museums that completed the surveys were the Burke Museum of Natural 

History and Culture, the Houston Museum of Natural Science, the Mayborn Museum 

Complex, the Museum of Natural and Cultural History at the University of Oregon, the 

Perot Museum of Nature and Science, the Smithsonian Institution, the University of 

Nebraska State Museum, the Waco Mammoth National Monument, and the Western 

Science Center. The Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose and the Mammoth Site 

South Dakota participated in virtual interviews with the author, which yielded additional 

in-depth information about their interpretation of mammoths. The surveys and interviews 

also identified the challenges involved in exhibiting mammoths, and what steps museum 

staff at the Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument 

might want to pursue as they update current interpretations of mammoths at each 

institution.  

Chapter Five presents my analysis and recommendations for future exhibits at the 

Mayborn Museum Complex, based on the data from the museum surveys and interviews. 

Analysis of methods of interpretation and what visitors enjoy when interacting with 

mammoth exhibits identified by surveyed institutions helped me to identify strengths and 

weaknesses at the Mayborn Museum Complex in the exhibition and interpretation of 

mammoths. Then I used the analyses in the thesis to make recommendations for future 

mammoth exhibits at the Mayborn Museum Complex.   

I use the conclusion of the thesis to summarize exhibit recommendations for the 

Mayborn Museum Complex, ideas for future research, and my introspection through the 

thesis development and completion process. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Methodology 
 

 
Over three semesters I collected data regarding the interpretation of mammoths 

across the continental United States. I started by researching the history of Baylor 

museums, by consulting Chasing the Bone Pile by Karen Gerhardt. In addition, Calvin B. 

Smith, former director of the Strecker Museum, kindly allowed me to read his 

unpublished manuscript on the mammoth site. The research led me to interviewing Tom 

Haddad, Anita Benedict, Raegan King, Charlie Walter and Kenneth Hafertepe (the last 

two individuals being her thesis advisors), and Lee Jamison.1  I then formulated a 

succinct history of the Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National 

Monument by consulting the online newspaper articles of the Waco Tribune-Herald, in 

addition to the interviews.  

Next, I needed a platform for gathering data from natural history museums to use 

in my thesis and decided on constructing a survey to do so.  The survey’s purpose was 

also to gather data about possible current practices in the interpretation of mammoths. I 

compiled a list of 30 museums in North America that interpret mammoths in some 

capacity, reaching out to each institution via email. I then sent a survey to the museums 

 
 1 Tom Haddad, Head of Exhibits at the Mayborn Museum Complex; Anita 
Benedict, Collections Manager at the Mayborn Museum Complex; Raegan King, the Site 
Manager at the Waco Mammoth National Monument; Maree Yard’s thesis advisors, Dr. 
Kenneth Hafertepe and Charles Walter; Lee Jamison, the mammoth muralist for the 
Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument. Each of these 
people mentioned here are identified in Chapter Four. 
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that expressed interest. I constructed a survey on Qualtrix, a survey platform accessed 

through Baylor University.2 The 14-question survey focused on collections and exhibits 

of mammoths. I sent the surveys to collections and exhibit staff for them to fill out the 

survey, allowing me to gather data for this thesis.  The survey was mixed with qualitative 

and quantitative questions that would help me construct a basic compilation of current 

mammoth interpretation methods that each museum was implementing. The questions 

were:  

1) Which of the following best describes your institution? Check all that apply: natural 
history museum, science museum, children’s museum, history museum, governmental, 
university, private, or other.  
 
2) What is your institution's annual attendance?  
 
3) What type of experiences does the exhibit feature? Check all that apply: articulated 
mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, replicas, video, images (murals, paintings, 
photographs, drawings), computer interactives, animatronics, hands-on interactives, 
guided tour, staff/volunteer demonstrations (fossil preparation, other), cellphone apps/ 
QR codes, bilingual labeling, or other.3   
 
4) What year was your mammoth exhibit installed?   
 
5) How many square feet is the exhibit?  
 
6) What type(s) of media (photographs, labels, interactives) were used in the exhibit?  
 
7) What fossil material is in the exhibits?   
 
8) Do you have an articulated skeleton on display?  
 
9) How does your mammoth exhibit fit into the mission of your museum?  
 

 
 2 Appendix A; Qualtrix is computer software for constructing surveys and 
analyzing data provided by Baylor University. Qualtrix organizes the data from the 
surveys, helping me to quantify my data for analysis.   
 
 3 This question led me to the 12 types of interpretation methods that are 
highlighted in later chapters.  
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10) Were consultants involved in the development of your exhibit? If so, what was their 
contribution? 
 
11) What do visitors like the most about the exhibit?   
 
12) Do you have plans on updating the exhibit? If so, what would you change?  
 
13) What was the budget for your mammoth exhibit?  
 
14) Did you conduct a summative evaluation on this exhibit? If not, have you received 
any visitor feedback?   
 

I collected eleven surveys with seven museums completing online written surveys 

and four participating in virtual interviews. The seven written survey participants were 

from:  

Burke Museum of Natural History & Culture  

Houston Museum of Natural Science 

Museum of Natural and Cultural History at the University of Oregon 

Perot Museum of Nature and Science 

Smithsonian Institution 

University of Nebraska State Museum 

Western Science Center 

In addition, I followed up through email with Melissa Kennedy of Burke Museum of 

Natural History & Culture, Mike Spiewak of the Perot Museum of Nature and Science, 

Devra Hock of University of Nebraska State Museums, and Darla Radford from Western 

Science Center. I expanded the questions to include preservation practices and possible 

issues with exhibiting mammoth material.  

 In addition to the surveys, I conducted semi- constructed virtual interviews with 

four museums that incorporated the questions from the survey. The four museum are: 
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Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose 

The Mammoth Site South Dakota 

 Mayborn Museum Complex 

Waco Mammoth National Monument 

I interviewed Dr. Sharon Weaver of the Mammoth Site South Dakota, Jenni Martin of the 

Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose, Anita Benedict and Tom Haddad of the 

Mayborn Museum Complex, and Raegan King of Waco Mammoth National 

Monument.  The Mammoth Site South Dakota is a very important mammoth locality for 

research about Pleistocene fauna and had a wide range of methods of interpreting 

mammoths.4 I used a personal connection to get in touch with Dr. Sharon Weaver, the 

curator at the museum because The Mammoth Site South Dakota is considered the place 

in North America to see in-situ mammoth fossils and mammoth exhibits. They are 

known, within the paleontology realm, as “The Mecca” for proboscidean exhibits and 

interpretation. I could not imagine constructing a thesis about mammoth interpretation 

and not have them included. Furthermore, the author’s thesis advisor, Charlie Walter, 

asked her to include Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose. The museum was able to 

construct a massive the mammoth exhibit with a grant from the National Science 

Foundation. In 2017, the museum had been a partner in the discovery, preservation, and 

research of two mammoths recovered from the San Jose, California area. 5 

 Lastly, I interviewed facilities, collections, and exhibits personnel at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument. I did so to gather 

 
 4 Fauna is another word for animals that walked on the surface of the Earth.  
 
 5 Explored further in Chapter Five. 
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background about the Mayborn Museum Complex. I first met with Tom Haddad, 

Assistant Director of Facilities, for an in-person interview. I asked Mr. Haddad about the 

construction of the Mayborn Museum Complex, history about Waco Mammoth and 

Mayborn, and he showed me the architectural plans for the Mayborn. He measured out 

current Mayborn mammoth exhibits, so I could use dimensions of exhibit spaces to 

inform my recommendations for the museum. Secondly, I interviewed Anita Benedict, 

Collections Manager, where she discussed the history of the two institutions, the 

collections at the Mayborn, and preservation issues with interpreting mammoth fossils. 

Thirdly, I spoke with Miss Hadley Elrod, graduate student employ in exhibition 

developments, about immediate future plans for interpreting mammoths and development 

process for exhibits at the Mayborn.  

 I made an inventory of non-Mammoth Site mammoth fossils in collections at the 

Mayborn Museum Complex. There were 23 cardboard archival boxes and nine wooden 

boxes that contained mammoth fossils. I physically went through cardboard and wooden 

boxes, accessing the preservation of the fossils and level of preparation needed for 

exhibiting.  

I used the data collected from the surveys and interviews to provide supporting 

evidence for my recommendations for future exhibits on mammoths at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex. After accumulating all the data from the surveys and interviews, I 

analyzed the data with a focus on the methods of interpretation used at each institution, 

the popular methods among the museums, the percentage of surveyed museums that 

employed the 12 methods of interpretation, and museum visitor’s favorite elements of 

mammoth exhibits. In addition, I recognized strengths and weaknesses regarding 
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interpretation of mammoths when comparing surveys and interviews data. I used the 

strengths and weaknesses to make informed recommendations for the Mayborn Museum 

Complex in terms of how to exhibit mammoths in the future.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Background 
 
 

Introduction 
 

The Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument 

are the two main institutions in Waco, Texas that provide an interpretation of the 

Columbian mammoths that roamed the area geologic ages ago. It is crucial for myself, as 

well as any reader of this thesis, to have thorough understanding of the ways in which 

both institutions have interpreted mammoths, understanding the processes used in the 

past to interpret natural history and interpretive decisions made by past museum staff.  

The interpretation of mammoths at the Strecker (now the Mayborn Museum 

Complex) and the Waco Mammoth Site (now the Waco Mammoth National Monument) 

began in the 1970s with the discovery of the mammoths on the outskirts of Waco, Texas.1 

In 1966, Baylor University named Dr. Bryce Brown the director of the Strecker Museum. 

He hired David Lintz as curator, to help to interpret the mammoths for Strecker Museum 

visitors. When Brown retired and Calvin Smith began his tenure as director, Smith and 

Lintz joined forces to improve the interpretation of the mammoths, by focusing on a 

discovery of mammoth bones on the outskirts of Waco, Texas. The site would become 

known as Waco Mammoth Site, eventually renamed Waco Mammoth National 

Monument.  One year before the Mayborn Museum Complex opened, Smith retired. He 

passed the responsibility for interpreting mammoths to Dr. Ellie Caston. Meanwhile, the 

 
 1 Karen Gerhardt, Chasing the Bone Pile: A Centennial History of the Strecker 
Museum, Occasional Papers of the Strecker Museum, Number 2 
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City of Waco took control of the Waco Mammoth Site in early 2000s. The City of Waco 

hired an architect firm to design a fossil-preserving dig shelter and it was constructed and 

opened in 2009, helping to facilitate the pursuit of National Park status for the Mammoth 

Site. Dr. Caston was director when the National Park Service officially recognized the 

Waco Mammoth Site as the Waco Mammoth National Monument. Since then both 

institutions have worked to ensure the preservation of the mammoth fossils and the 

interpretation of the Pleistocene giants for museum visitors.  This chapter explores the 

geologic history of Waco Mammoth National Monument, the interpretation of fossils in 

natural history museums in the United States, the history of the Baylor’s natural and 

cultural history museums, the Strecker Museum, and the Mayborn Museum Complex, 

and lastly, the history of the Waco Mammoth National Monument.  

 
Geologic History 

 
The history of mammoths at the Mayborn Museum Complex and Waco 

Mammoth National Monument began over 70,000 ka. 2 During the Pleistocene, the 

mammoths were lured to a tributary of the Bosque River by biological needs for grasses 

and water.3 At some point the Pleistocene giants found themselves trapped and buried, 

possibly in a flash flood. There are three known floodplain depositional events which 

occur at ~70,000 ka, between 70,000 ka and 50,000 ka, and ~50,000 ka, and solidified 

 
 2 Ka is referring to a geologic time period in thousands of year: example 70,000 
years ago is 70 ka. 
 
 3 Nordt, L., Bongino, J., Forman, S., Esker, D., & Benedict, A. (2015). Late 
Quaternary environments of the Waco Mammoth site, Texas USA. Quaternary 
Research, 84(3), 423-438. 
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into floodplain terraces deposited on top of Cretaceous limestone bedrock foundation.4 

Layers of sand, clay, and silt deposited on top of the Pleistocene fauna, burying a nursery 

herd of Columbian mammoths, a camel, one confirmed male Columbian mammoth, a 

saber-tooth cat, and other unidentified animals.5 Caliche, a natural cement precipitated 

from calcium carbonate and soil acquired from the Cretaceous limestone bedrock formed 

around the bones helping to preserve the nursery herd and camel. During the rest of the 

Pleistocene and Holocene, ~50,000 ka years ago to present, alluvium was deposited on 

top of the bone beds. 6  Eventually, weathering from water eroded sediment, exposing the 

bones, and leading to the eventual human discovery of the bones.  

 
Natural History Museum Interpretation of Fossils 

 
 In the early 1800s, Charles Wilson Peale introduced natural history museums to 

the United States when he opened his museum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.7 The 

museum showcased Natural history specimens in exhibit cases, on shelves and tables, or 

free standing mounts. Displays evolved in the latter half of the nineteenth century to 

include life sized mounts of specimens, helping to bring a scientific interpretation to 

exhibits. Using freestanding mounts was not always practical because fossils can be very 

heavy. Subsequently, mounting fossils using mixed media became popular because it 

 
 4 IBID 
 
 5 Nordt, L., Bongino, J., Forman, S., Esker, D., & Benedict, A. (2015). Late 
Quaternary environments of the Waco Mammoth site, Texas USA. Quaternary 
Research, 84(3), 423-438. 
 
 6 Alluvium is loose soil or sediment that is deposited by a river or creek. 
 
 7 Burns, F. L. (1932). Charles W. and Titian R. Peale and the ornithological 
section of the old Philadelphia Museum. The Wilson Bulletin, 44(1), 23-35. 
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helped to alleviate the weight issue prevalent with free standing mounts. Mixed media 

refers to plaster, shellac, metal and fossils.8 Unfortunately, fossils within mixed media 

installations were permanently damage or destroyed. In the 1920s, dioramas became a 

popular form of exhibiting fossils because they recognized the science behind the natural 

history, educating the viewer with better context using the physical environment to help 

interpretation. Dioramas became less popular in the late 70s, being replaced or 

augmented with computer interactives and experience rooms. This was in response to a 

trend with museum visitors wanting a more interactive experience with exhibits, instead 

of a traditional passive experience 9 Fossil preparation labs became popular in museums, 

allowing the museum visitor a look into the science behind the fossils. Interestingly, to 

this day articulated skeletons, individual fossils, and replicas are still a prevalent way of 

interpreting natural history.10 

  
The Strecker Museum and the Mayborn Museum Complex 

 
A modest teaching collection of natural history specimens started the story of 

museums at Baylor University in 1857 in Independence, Texas. Baylor University barely 

survived the Civil War and post-Civil War by relocating to Waco, Texas in 1886.11 James 

 
 8 Rieppel, Lukas. "Bringing dinosaurs back to life: exhibiting prehistory at the 

American Museum of Natural History." Isis 103, no. 3 (2012): 460-490. 
 
 9 Wylie, Caitlin Donahue. “Glass-Boxing Science: Laboratory Work on Display 
in Museums.” Science, Technology, & Human Values, vol. 45, no. 4, July 2020, pp. 618–
635, doi:10.1177/0162243919871101. 
 
 10 Refer to Analysis Chapter in this thesis. 
 
 11 Karen Gerhardt, Chasing the Bone Pile: A Centennial History of the Strecker 
Museum, Occasional Papers of the Strecker Museum, Number 2 
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J. Carroll added to the teaching collection, leading to the formation of the Baylor 

University Museum in 1893. He reorganized and classified existing collections when her 

was instated as curator in 1901. In 1903, President Pat Neff appointed John Strecker as 

curator, and he continued the work that Carroll had begun. Strecker brought in experts to 

review collections, confirming or renaming incorrect identifications. He worked to 

expand the collection, conduct research, publish papers, and enhance the reputation of the 

museum. Strecker passed the curator baton to Walter Williams in 1933. During his time 

as curator, Williams helped to protect Strecker’s legacy. Leo T. Murray replaced 

Williams as curator in 1936, expanding and renaming the museum’s collections. In 1940, 

Baylor University changed the Baylor University Museum to the Strecker Museum, in 

honor of the influential past curator. Murray helped the museum weather through the first 

couple years of WWII, but in 1943 he resigned. The President of Baylor University chose 

Cornelia Marschall Smith as the Strecker Museum’s first director. She was a proponent 

of the teaching collection and focused her time on maintaining and using it.   

 Cornelia Marschall Smith moved on to other university duties in 1966, and Dr. 

Bryce Brown, curator of the museum, was promoted to director. He led the museum to 

accreditation by the American Association of Museums (AAM, now known as the 

American Alliance of Museums).12 In 1967, the university moved the Strecker to the 

basement of the Sid Richardson Building because it provided far more exhibit space than 

the museum in Pat Neff Hall. Brown reorganized the Strecker Museum’s natural history 

collections, instead of a hodgepodge of objects he had inherited. With the freedom of 

 
 12 Karen Gerhardt, Chasing the Bone Pile: A Centennial History of the Strecker 
Museum, Occasional Papers of the Strecker Museum, Number 2 
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being director, he brought in new technology such as a computer for digitally managing 

collections and freeze-drier for preserving taxidermy collection items. Brown brought in 

traveling exhibits that complemented permanent exhibits in the museum. Brown hired 

David O. Lintz as technical staff assistant, conducted excavations of two important fossil 

finds near Waco and managed a team of volunteers.  

In 1971, a 75-million-year-old fossilized turtle, about 12 feet in diameter, was 

found by construction workers.13 They contacted the museum and donated the massive 

fossil to the museum. Museum staff came out and excavated the turtle, and immediately 

displayed the find in the Strecker.14 The fossil was reinforced with fiberglass, where the 

turtle had missing bones. It was mounted on a fiberglass and steel frame, positioned with 

head down towards the floor and back fins towards the ceiling. Positioning the turtle in a 

life-like manner was a modern way of exhibiting vertebrate fossils. In 1978 a mammoth 

was discovered and the museum managed what would eventually become the Waco 

Mammoth National Monument.15 In addition, a log cabin was acquired by the museum to 

add to the historical collection.16 The fossils and log cabin were used to generate interest 

and funds for the Strecker Museum. Brown worked to cement a relationship with Waco 

families, schools, and clubs, seeing a link between public support and the function of the 

museum. He accomplished this by hosting educational events at the museum where the 

 
 13 Karen Gerhardt, Chasing the Bone Pile: A Centennial History of the Strecker 
Museum, Occasional Papers of the Strecker Museum, Number 2 
 
 14 IBID 
 
 15 Explored further in a later section: The Waco Mammoth Site and the Waco 
Mammoth National Monument on page 14. 
 
 16 IBID 
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public was able to interact with the collections. When Brown retired in 1983 Calvin 

Smith was hired as director. He resumed excavations at the mammoth site and 

orchestrated the preservation and storage of the excavated mammoths. Smith maximized 

the exhibit space. Display cases lined walls, photo exhibits were displayed on other walls, 

and exhibits were grouped into specific collections. Dynamic graphics, behind displayed 

items, told stories that interpreted the collections. The style of exhibits stayed the same, 

but collections and items were rotated out based on relevancy. The museum began to 

exhibit in-situ fossils for school children in 1984, with a focus of interpreting vertebrate 

fossils and paleontological preservation techniques.  

In the 1985, Governor Bill Daniels and his family negotiated with the university 

to donate artifacts and a collection of historic buildings, providing as well an endowment 

to fund a curator position to manage the new acquisition. Smith managed the acquisition 

of Plantation Ranch (now Bill and Vara Daniel Historic Village) and the transfer of the 

buildings from Liberty, Texas to Waco.  The acquisition of the village helped with raising 

funds for a new museum, which would become the Mayborn Museum Complex. It was to 

be built on University Parks on the outskirts of the Baylor University campus.  

In 1995, the Strecker opened an exhibit highlighting the Waco Mammoth Site. 

The exhibit included text panels, images, mammoth fossils, and a small dig box hands-on 

interactive. A display of a mammoth skull, ribs, jacket with partial vertebral column, and 

various field fossil preparation tools were used to depict the closed off dig at the 

mammoth site.  

When Calvin Smith retired in 2003, Dr. Ellie Caston took over as director. She 

previously worked as director of operations for the Strecker Museum and worked closely 
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with Smith. She oversaw the construction of the Mayborn Museum Complex. The 

museum was completed in 2004. Museum staff moved all collections out of the basement 

of the Sid Richardson Building and into more professional collections space at the new 

facility.17 Exhibit staff included a sampling of the Strecker Museum’s eclectic and 

historical collections into the Cabinets of Curiosities room at the Mayborn. In addition, 

they incorporated natural history collections in the Hall of Natural History, Emergence of 

Man, and Texas Lifeways exhibits. 

 The museum also featured a new and much larger exhibit on the Waco Mammoth 

Site adjacent to the Hall of Natural History. Museum staff had designed the exhibit to 

serve as a replica of a key part of the mammoth site. The City of Waco had closed the site 

to visitors in 2003.18 An outside contractor made a cast of the upper fossil layer and 

museum staff exhibited it in the floor of the new exhibit. Large scale replicas were 

featured in the new museum along with murals, curiosities, fossils, and artifacts. Since 

the opening of the Mayborn Museum Complex, the mammoth exhibits have stayed 

predominately the same. In 2020, Director Charlie Walter helped to acquire a mammoth 

skull replica from the Shuler Museum at Southern Methodist University. The exhibits 

staff decided to exhibit the skull in the Emergence of Man exhibit hall. 

 
 
 
 

 
 17 Quantum leap for history; Strecker artifacts - Waco Tribune-Herald (TX) - 
September 22, 2003 - page 1A 
 
 18 Calvin Smith, “The Waco Mammoth Site in Pursuit of A National Monument”, 
(unpublished manuscript provided by the author) 
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Waco Mammoth Site and Waco Mammoth National Monument 

In 1978, two teenagers, Paul Barron and Eddie Bufkin, hiking through a dry creek 

bed, noticed an abnormal looking shaped “rock” that resembled the top of a human skull. 

The boys brought the “skull” to the Strecker Museum (now the Mayborn Museum 

Complex) at Baylor University. David Lintz identified the “skull” as a fragment of the 

head of a femur (proximal end of femur) belonging to a Columbian Mammoth 

(Mammuthus columbi). From 1978 to 1983, Paul Barron, Eddie Bufkin, David Lintz, and 

volunteers excavated five mammoths and remove them to the Strecker Museum.19 David 

Lintz introduced Calvin Smith to the site when he became director of the Strecker 

Museum in 1983. He reopened the site for conducting research and visitation by the 

general public. Soon He expanded visitation to special interest groups, civic and social 

entities, visiting colleagues of Mr. Smith and Mr. Lintz, various organizations, and 

Baylor classes.20  In 1984 Mr. Smith and museum staff discovered more mammoths, 

totaling 11 individuals with six remaining in-situ.21  

In 1985, museum staff uncovered four additional mammoths and left in-situ. Dr. 

Gary Haynes, from the Smithsonian Institution, visited the site with research intentions. 

He provided scientific insight for the mammoth site. In 1986, Mr. Smith had a fence for 

increased security erected around the in-situ remains, a circus tent constructed to protect 

 
 19 Calvin Smith, “The Waco Mammoth Site in Pursuit of A National Monument”, 
(unpublished manuscript provided by the author) 
 
 20 IBID 
 
 21 In-situ fossils are excavated fossils that remain in the ground where they were 
uncovered. 
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the bones from the elements, and a walkway put down to help with exhibiting the fossils 

to visitors. Mr. Lintz, Mr. Smith, Mr. Ralph Vinson, and others continued leading tours 

of the site from 1986 on.22 A symposium, “Mammoths, Mastodons, and Human 

Interaction”, was hosted by Baylor University and the Mammoth Site with Dr. Gary 

Haynes as keynote speaker.23 The museum developed a traveling exhibit for the Heart O’ 

Texas Fair called “Excavations at the Waco Mammoth Site”. 24  

   To ensure the preservation of the mammoth bones, museum staff jacketed and 

removed the exposed fossils to the Strecker Museum collections area in 1990. 

Subsequently, Calvin Smith and Ralph Vinson discovered additional mammoth remains 

in 1991. From 1991 to 1994, they uncovered six mammoths and one camel near the 

original nursery herd excavation. An outside consultant made a cast of the bull mammoth 

and juvenile mammoth that were found in very close proximity to each other.  The cast 

was used for preservation and exhibition purposes as well as for scientific reasons. At the 

time, the cast was the largest of its kind, comprised of 46 pieces and the consultant made 

the cast by lying plastic compound directly on the fossil bones.25 The process of creating 

a cast was destructive to the fossil and Calvin Smith spent time reconstructing the bull 

mammoth’s tusk and various bones, ultimately removing the juvenile mammoth bones to 

 
 22 Ralph Vinson was introduced to Calvin B. Smith in 1984, when the Central 
Texas Archaeological Society came to the fossil site to help excavate mammoth fossils. 
From the first meeting, Mr. Vinson became involved with the site from that point on.  
 
 23 Calvin Smith, “The Waco Mammoth Site in Pursuit of A National Monument”, 
(unpublished manuscript provided by the author) 
 
 24 The county fair for McLennan County. Waco, Texas is in McLennan County. 
 
 25  The mold is currently on exhibit at the Mayborn Museum Complex.  
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ensure preservation. The museum staff decided to keep the bull mammoth and few bones 

of the juvenile mammoth in-situ, where they remain today. In addition, museum staff and 

volunteers excavated a saber-tooth cat tooth, a partial turtle carapace, and two additional 

mammoths from 1995 to 2000.   

The City of Waco acquired land around the dig site with help from Buddy 

Bostick, Don and Pam Moes, and Mrs. Sam Jack “Liz” McGlasson in 2000 and plans 

were started to 2001 to incorporate the land in with the National Park System.26 Guests 

continued to be brought to the site, while the park partners petitioned for funding of a 

building to cover and protect the fossils.27  To aid in the preservation of the fossils and to 

focus efforts on becoming part of the National Park System, the City of Waco closed the 

dig site in 2003 to visitors and excavations, putting a focus on conducting research.  

In 2005, after a successful meeting with the Waco community at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex, the National Park Service began a study of the mammoth site for 

potential future site designation.28 In a community effort Baylor University, City of 

Waco, and the Waco Mammoth Foundation raised enough funds for the construction of a 

 
 26 Calvin Smith, “The Waco Mammoth Site in Pursuit of A National Monument”, 
(unpublished manuscript provided by the author) 
 
 27 Surveyors and students watch as a three- - Waco Tribune-Herald (TX) - 
November 24, 2002 
 
 28 City leaders hope public digs Waco's mammoth - Waco Tribune-Herald (TX) - 
March 23, 2006.  
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permanent building over the site.29,30 Building the Dig Shelter and a welcome center 

began in 2008. The vision of Calvin Smith and David Lintz materialized and the central 

Texas community supported it. In 2009, the City of Waco assumed responsibility and 

opened the park for visitors to experience the fossils and the one of a kind building that 

now housed them. Builders constructed Dig Shelter to preserve the fossils through 

controlled humidity and temperature. The metal and concrete building support concrete 

columns or “piers” that extend past the walls that would allow for future excavations. The 

slanted roof allows for even distribution of heat during Texas’s long summers.31 The 

walkway hangs from the ceiling, as to not disturb the mammoth bones that remained in-

situ and to provide the visitor with a unique view of the fossils.32 The City of Waco, 

Baylor University, and the Waco Mammoth Foundation helped to maintain and 

contribute to the park. At the same time, the park partners pursued while National Park 

status through Congress. 

 Finally, in 2015, the National Park Service officially renamed Waco Mammoth 

Site, the Waco Mammoth National Monument. When the Waco Mammoth bill stalled in 

 
 29 Mammoth site begins first phase next - Waco Tribune-Herald (TX) - November 
26, 2007 
 
 30 The Waco Mammoth Foundation was created in 2004 to support the 
development of the Waco Mammoth Site. They continue today to help develop the Waco 
Mammoth National Monument as a park partner. The foundation was formed by the City 
of Waco, Baylor University, and the Waco, Texas community. https://www.waco-
texas.com/cms-waco-mammoth/page.aspx?id=351#gsc.tab=0 
 
 31Waco Mammoth Site just about - Waco Tribune-Herald (TX) - November 24, 
2009 
 
 32 City leaders ecstatic as Waco Mammoth - Waco Tribune-Herald (TX) - 
December 6, 2009 
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Congress, proponents of national park status turned to the President Obama. He officially 

signed a presidential proclamation, under the Antiquities Act of 1906, to designate the 

Waco Mammoth National Monument on July 10th, 2015.33 The National Park Service 

became the fourth partner of the Waco Mammoth National Monument, joining the City 

of Waco, Baylor University, and the Waco Mammoth Foundation. 

Continued research helped to further define the interpretation of the mammoths 

much disputed demise.34 In 2019, the park celebrated 10 years and hired a National Park 

Service Paleontologist to help facilitate future research. Dr. Lindsey Yann joined the site 

in 2020 and immediately began recruiting a research team, networking with US natural 

history museums and universities, and helping the mammoth site have a broader impact. 

 
 33 Waco Mammoth National Monument: How a Community Built a Monument 
 
 34 What killed the Waco mammoths? Drought, not flood - Waco Tribune-Herald 
(TX) - January 27, 2017 - page 1 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

Current Interpretation 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 Chapter Four explores the interpretation of mammoths at the Mayborn Museum 

Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument. First, I address the current 

interpretation employed at the Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth 

National Monument. This is to understand where interpretation is the same or varies at 

each institution and to explain the interpretive methods employed with corresponding 

images. The second section examines problems collections staff and exhibit designers 

encounter when exhibiting mammoth fossils and the mitigation steps required to 

successfully exhibit mammoth bones. The issues and mitigation steps executed by 

museum staff and contractors are explored further in the second section.  

 
The Mayborn Museum Complex, Baylor University 

 
The museum interprets mammoths in a cast and mold of the bull mammoth layer 

from the Waco Mammoth National Monument, a video interpreting the demise of the 

mammoth nursery herd from the Waco Mammoth Site, a wall mural, a fossil preparation 

area, and a replica of a mammoth skull. Interpretation of mammoths is housed in five 

areas of the museum: Strecker’s Cabinet of Curiosities, Cretaceous Sea Experience, Hall 

of Natural History, Extinctions Hall, and Emergence of Man.  

 When entering the museum, visitors pass through a rotunda to access the natural 

history wing. The natural history wing is the portion of the Mayborn Museum Complex 
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that incorporates the original John Strecker collections.  The first view of a mammoth is a 

replica skull suspended from the ceiling of the Strecker’s 

Cabinet of Curiosities exhibit (Figure 4.1).  Historically, 

cabinets of curiosities display all sorts of impressive to 

outlandish objects. The exhibit staff wanted to recreate that 

history. The mammoth skull replica suspended from the 

ceiling, highlights the impressive size of the skull and allows 

the visitor to view the skull from a different perspective.  

Continuing through the natural history wing, there is a 

fossil preparation lab located in the Cretaceous Sea 

Experience exhibit.1 The lab allows visitors to view fossil 

cleaning in real time and to ask the fossil preparator questions 

(Figure 4.2). The experience offers the museum visitor a behind-the-scenes look at how 

fossils are cared for in an institution. Skilled volunteers, using tools and archival 

consolidants, prepare mammoth bones. 

Fossil preparators and volunteers use cotton 

swabs, toothpicks, cloths, water, spoons, 

alcohol, and brushes to remove dirt and old 

glue from mammoth material.2  

 
 1 Dimensions: 10.5 feet by 11 feet. 
 
 2 An archival consolidant is a glue that is made from plastic and alcohol that is 
used to harden or fix the broken fossil and most importantly, it can be removed without 
damage to the fossil. When a fossil is excavated from the field, a field fossil preparator 
will most likely harden the fossil using glues or consolidants, for stability during 
transport from the field. Those glues need to be removed once the bones are at the 

 
Figure 4.2: Prep lab located in the Cretaceous 
Seaway Hall 

Figure 4.1: Mammoth 
replica in the Strecker’s 
Cabinet of Curiosities 
exhibit 
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The Hall of Natural History interprets mammoths in two different ways, “The 

Hall of Natural History Waco Mammoth Site” and a display of mammoth bones in a 

cabinet. “The Hall of Natural History Waco Mammoth Site” exhibits the burial of the 

mammoth nursery herd, the mission of the Waco Mammoth Site (now Waco Mammoth 

National Monument), the physical geology of the site during the Pleistocene, and a cast 

and mold of an adult male mammoth and juvenile mammoth. The exhibit branches from 

the main Hall of Natural History. Before the visitor enters the exhibit, the sounds of 

running water, rain falling, and thunder meets their ears (Figure 4.3). The lights are kept 

low to create an atmosphere of being in a storm. There is a 

wooden platform leading around the corner out of view. 

Plaster covered walls create the impression that the visitor 

is walking in a slot canyon (Figure 4.4). This exhibit 

display gives the illusion of walking along the ravine, 

recreating the environment where the mammoths met their 

demise. The texture of the simulated rock is rough and 

prickly with vegetation added to the lifelike visuals. Two 

 
institution. In addition, during the excavation, a jacket that is made of plaster and burlap 
is constructed around the fossil, creating a shell to further protect the fossil when it is 
removed from the ground. The jacket eventually will be opened at the institution and the 
fossil will be hand excavated out of it. On the table are an open jacket with unprepared 
mammoth material, a wooden drawer to use as a prep surface, a fan, lights to help the 
fossil preparator, and future fossil projects waiting in the wings. Little glass jars hold 
cotton swabs, toothpicks, and sediment removed from the mammoth bones. For example, 
a fossil preparator will delicately remove sediment from a mammoth fossil, brushing the 
sediment into a spoon with a painter’s brush and then depositing the sediment from the 
spoon into a jar. When the jar is full, it is emptied into a larger bucket that holds the 
sediment that surrounded the bones for further scientific research.  The sediment can 
provide clues about the paleoenvironment or contain additional fossils. It will be 
separately screened and evaluated. 

 
Figure 4.3: Entrance to 
Mammoth Site exhibit 
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text panels and a banner at the entrance to the 

exhibit talk about what the visitor should 

expect from the exhibit they are entering, 

where to visit after viewing the exhibit, and 

the National Park Service poster for the 

Waco Mammoth National Monument. An 

“L” shaped wooden ramp brings the visitor 

into the heart of the exhibit. The sounds of rain and thunder get louder as the “canyon” 

opens into the main area of the exhibit.  

The dark and stormy atmosphere continues into the main exhibit, where 

interpretive tools are a video, a computer interactive, a cast and mold, and artwork. The 

visitor’s eyes are immediately drawn to a video playing on the wall.  Using animation, 

the video depicts the mammoths getting stuck in a ravine of a creek as a storm rushed, 

trapping and burying the Pleistocene giants. The video continues with historical images 

of the Waco Mammoth Site when there was a circus tent covering the fossil dig site. A 

narrator explains the site discovery, the mission of the site, and the paleontology of the 

site. It concludes with hopes for future research and plans for the mammoth site. Almost 

20 years later after the opening of the Mayborn Museum Complex, the exhibit acts in part 

as an advertisement for Waco Mammoth National Monument by encouraging the visitor 

to see the real bones at the monument.3  

 
 3 The mammoth site was not available for visitors to view when the Mayborn 
Museum Complex was opened in 2004. The Mammoth Site Exhibit was created for the 
visitor to experience the mammoth site. The Mammoth Site was opened in 2009. 
 

Figure 4.4: Wooden ramp to center of 
Mammoth Site exhibit 
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The impressive highlight of the exhibit is the almost complete skeleton of a male 

mammoth and partial skeleton of a juvenile mammoth (Figure 4.5). It is an exact replica 

of the “Bull Mammoth Layer” or upper fossil layer housed in-situ at the monument. The 

cast, constructed from 46 individual pieces, was placed under 

a floor of glass, creating a unique perspective by allowing the 

visitor to “walk on top” of the mammoth remains.4 The replica 

bones are the color of slightly aged bones, a light yellow-white 

with brown staining to add detail. The details on the cast show 

cracks and scratches in the bones caused by burial and 

scavengers. The cast of the fossil layer contains the skull of 

the juvenile and other associated material, housed in 

collections at the Mayborn.  

Two computer screens are set into one of the simulated rock walls (Figure 4.6). 

The computer interactive allows the museum visitor to act 

like a paleontologist. At the time of writing this thesis, the 

exhibit staff closed the interactive due to COVID-19.  

 
 4 Dimensions: 28.5 feet by 16 feet. 

Figure 4.5: Bull 
mammoth replica 

Figure 4.6: Computer 
interactive in the 
Mammoth Site exhibit 
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Next to the computer interactive is an art installation named Pleistocene Memorial 

(Figure 4.7). The artwork is made out of fiberglass and 

incorporates real bones of Pleistocene mammals and 

branches.5 A bison skull representing the Pleistocene index 

fossil and a Pleistocene mammal vertebral column are 

identifiable fossils within the artwork. An index fossil is the 

remains of a species that is identified with a particular 

geologic time. The “index” species is only found at that 

particular geologic time. The vertebral column is the 

backbone or spine of vertebrate animals, including but not 

limited to humans, mammoths, and bison.  

Back in the main hall of the Hall of Natural History is an unnamed tall cabinet 

featuring Pleistocene mammals (Figure 4.8). There are eight 

specimens of mammoth bones including an adult tooth, 

juvenile tooth, scapula fragment, long bone fragment, partial 

vertebra, limb bone fragment, partial tusk, and partial base of 

the skull. The mammoth fossils, displayed in the case, are 

donated mammoth fossils from other fossil locations in Texas, 

which are not associated with the Waco Mammoth National 

Monument. While it is not noted on the display case, the 

fossils are a nice representation of fossils from Texas, because 

 
 5 I met with Tom Haddad, Head of Exhibits at the Mayborn Museum Complex, 
who informed me that the sculpture incorporated fossil material.    

Figure 4.7: Artwork in the 
Mammoth Site exhibit 

Figure 4.8: Cabinet of 
fossils in Natural History 
Hall 
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Texas is quite literally littered with fossils and not all fossils are found at the Waco 

Mammoth National Monument. The lighting and glass shelves in the cabinet allow for 

unobstructed view of the bones from different angles and levels. The labels are simple 

white cards with the species and bone presented.   

Continuing through the museum, the Extinction exhibit has two visual 

interpretations of mammoths.6 A mural adorns the entirety of one wall measuring 24.5 

feet by 15 feet (Figure 4.9). The mural contains details pertaining directly to the possible 

behaviors of the nursery herd and camel for they met their demise approximately 70,000 

Ka (years ago).7 The mammoth on the left side of the mural reflects the actual size of the 

mammoth while it was living. Golden long grasses, a limestone bluff, a tributary or creek, 

and flat land with trees represent the 

interpretation of paleoenvironment that the 

mammoths lived in. Scientists hypothesis that 

water and vegetation drew the nursery herd to 

the region during the Pleistocene. The left 

side of the mural features an adult mammoth 

walking along a rocky bluff while sampling 

 
 6 In January 2021 this exhibit was removed to make room to display additional 
mammoth materials, including a mammoth tusk. 
 
 7 Based on firsthand account from Lee Jamison to me through email in January 
2021. Lee Jamison, from Huntsville, Texas, is the artist behind these murals. The first 
mammoth-centric mural commission for him was the Mayborn Museum Complex mural 
in 2008. Mr. Jamison spent time researching mammoths in general, other types of North 
American megafauna, and what was known about the paleoenvironment of the mammoth 
site area and central Texas. He consulted John Bongino’s master’s thesis to inform his 
artistic representation of the mammoth herd moving through the paleoenvironment.  

Figure 4.9: Mammoth mural in the 
Extinction Hall 
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the Pleistocene grasses that looked plentiful. Mr. Lee Jamison, the muralist, added an 

element of whimsy by protruding the mammoth’s right foot from the wall, appearing as 

to be stepping through an invisible plane (Figure 4.10). The mural’s right side is the 

background to the left side foreground perspective. There are thirteen mammoths and one 

camel roaming around a creek that is not full. 

There are thunder clouds in the blue sky over a 

flat landscape that is dotted with trees. The 

mammoths have an elephantine appearance 

with grey skin with blond-brownish curly hair 

on backs and head. Ears are not as large as an 

elephant.  

The final area in the museum interpreting mammoths is the Emergence of Man 

exhibit hall. In the center of the octagonal shaped room 

is a skull of a Columbian mammoth (Figure 4.11).8 The 

exhibit design staff chose to display the skull on a black 

platform with four sides of Plexiglas with no roof to 

encase the fossil. A simple white with black text label is 

affixed below the skull and behind the Plexiglas barrier, 

and explains the scientific name, where the mammoth 

was excavated from, and loan information. 

 
 8 The skull is a reconstruction of a mammoth skull that is part fossil and replica. 
The tusks and lower jaw area is fossil. There are preservation issues with mammoth 
skulls because they are made up of a network of thin bone that breaks easily during the 
fossilization process. I discussed the skull with Dr. Dale Winkler at the Shuler Museum at 
Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas in November 2019. 

Figure 4.10: Another angle of the 
mammoth mural 

 
Figure 4.11: Replica of a 
mammoth skull in the 
Emergence of Man Hall 
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Waco Mammoth National Monument 

When entering the Waco Mammoth National Monument, a metal National Park 

Service sign greets visitors.  The sign helps to identify all National Parks, using the NPS 

logo and trademark arrowhead.  After driving a short winding road into the park, 

surrounded by natural vegetation, the area opens into a large parking area. Adjacent to the 

parking area is a welcome center, a large green tent with the park’s name emblazoned on 

it, and a smaller all-weather tent. Visitors enter a small welcome center, where they can 

purchase tickets for the tour or shop for mammoth site related souvenirs. During 2020 the 

City of Waco placed the welcome center in a large tent outside to meet protocol 

regarding COVID-19 (Figure 4.12).   

The park staff facilitate interpretation of 

mammoths through informative guided tours, the 

display of partially fossilized mammoth bones 

preserved in-situ, a sand dig pit, a small fossil 

preparation lab, and text panels.  The 

informational tours are approximately 45 minutes; 

they start at the welcome center and end at the Dig Shelter. During 2020 the tour was 

facilitated by interpretive paneling at each of the tour stops (Figure 4.13). The distance 

from the Welcome Center to the Dig Shelter is 

about 300 yards through a path lined with Texas 

live oaks, mesquite, and native Texas plants. 

The tour guide covers Information about the 

park partnership, important dates, and geologic 

Figure 4.12: Entrance of WMNM during 
COVID 

 
Figure 4.13: Paneling put up during 
COVID 
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time of the site in the introduction to the tour. The main points are that the site was 

discovered in 1978 by two teenagers, the land was donated to Baylor University and the 

City of Waco by Jack McGlasson, the National Park Service became a partner in 2016 

through an executive order by President Obama, and the age of park. 

 The second stop is at the amphitheater, where the tour guide introduces the 

visitor to the Pleistocene of the Earth’s geologic time. An interpreter asks the visitor to 

imagine what it would be like to be in central Texas 70,000 ka, when six-foot-tall grasses 

covered the land. Mammoths and other Pleistocene fauna roamed over the area long 

before humans. The guide shares facts about mammoths, taking care to differentiate 

Columbian mammoths from woolly mammoths. They highlight the height of a light pole 

to interpret the size of mammoths, where a piece of orange tape has been placed to show 

the height of a Columbian mammoths (Figure 4.14). The 

geologic history of the site is the focus of stop two. 

 The visitor exits the amphitheater and continues 

down the pathway through a gate, each step down the path 

bringing them closer to the Dig Shelter and bones. But first 

the visitor stops must where the original nursery herd was 

discovered and excavated. Stop 3 and 4 are right next to 

each other, relating to each other. Stop 3 of the tour focuses 

on the discovery of the mammoth bones in 1978 by two 

boys, Paul and Eddie, how David Lintz at Baylor University 

Figure 4.14: the light pole 
that is used to demonstrate 
mammoth size 
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identified the mammoths (Image 4.15). The bridge to the 

Dig Shelter is the 4th stop on the tour. The bridge is 

important for the interpretation of the site because the area is 

the original dig site where the nursery herd met their demise 

around 70,000 Ka (Figure 4.16). Two all-weather panels 

delve deeper into the excavation of the nursery herd and 

explain that they are stored at the Mayborn Museum 

Complex (Figure 4.16). The tour guide explains why the 

bones had to be removed and the hard decision of not leaving 

the bones in-situ.  

The Dig Shelter is the fifth and final stop on the interpretive tour of the Waco 

Mammoth National Monument. The interpretive tools utilized are visual using panels, 

murals, and in-situ fossils to delve deeper into the prehistoric unsolved mystery of the 

site. On the tour, the main focus in the dig 

shelter is to interpret the paleontology of the 

site, the research conducted possible future 

projects, and to highlight the building and how 

it helps to preserve the fossils. The visitor is 

greeted on the right by a life size mural which 

shows the physical appearance of a living Columbian mammoth (Figure 4.17).9 Mr. 

 
 9 The murals were completed in 2010 inside two walls in the Dig Shelter. One of 
the murals was a representation of how a mammoth would be living, using Mammoth Q 
for a model. Research was conducted by Mr. Jamison to properly and scientifically 
portray the male mammoth. The mammoth is portrayed as being 14 feet tall, having 
brown, blond, and red hair, and medium-sized ears. Mammoth Q is the only confirmed 

Figure 4.15: Panel explaining 
how the site was found and 
distribution of mammoths 
around the Americas 

 
Figure 4.16: Panel explaining how to 
preserve and protect the fossils 
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Jamison was hired to create two murals for the Waco Mammoth National Monument, 

after the success of his mural at the Mayborn Museum Complex. 

 Immediately to the left of the entrance 

are the in-situ fossils of the site: two mammoths 

and camel of the lower level, bull mammoth and 

juvenile of the upper layer, a female mammoth, 

unidentified bones, and replica of the saber-

tooth cat tooth. Guarding over the in-situ fossils 

is the second mural of the site depicting the 

hypothesized death of the nursery herd (Figure 4.18). The mural depicts a scene of chaos 

as the nursery herd is doing their best to evade a wall of 

water coming from the background. Resuming the walk 

through the shelter, the first panel provides in-depth 

information about the stratigraphy of the site, 

paleontology excavation techniques, and the age dating of 

the site (Figure 4.19). The interpretive tour highlights 

facts on the panel. Mammoth Q is directly below the 

panel, but a visitor would be hard pressed to not notice the 

magnificent specimen the second they enter the Dig 

Shelter. Mammoth Q is a complete male mammoth, is 

exactly where he died and was buried 50,000 ka. The tour 

 
male mammoth to be excavated at the site. He remains in-situ at the Waco Mammoth 
National Monument.   

 
Figure 4.17: Mammoth mural inside the 
Dig Shelter 

Figure 4.18: Partial view of 
the bone bed with the 
nursery herd mural in the 
background 
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guide talks about how the male mammoth was found in a sudden death position and the 

mammoth behaviors present. Mammoth Q had a broken rib hypothesized to be a fighting 

injury, which would coincide with modern elephant behavior.   

The next panel, located on a platform, extends over the fossils. There are two 

platforms perpendicular to the path in the 

shelter. The platforms reach out over the fossils 

to optimize the visitor’s view of the fossils.  The 

panel’s purpose is to introduce the visitor on 

how a paleontologist can infer information from 

fossils (Figure 4.19). Paleontologists can deduce 

how an animal lived, died, was buried, and 

fossilized. Research and experimentation help to 

strengthen these deductions. 

 Below the platform is Mammoth W, affectionately referred to as Wanda. 

Mammoth W does well as an example for the visitor to practice reading the fossil as a 

paleontologist does. The tour guide shows how to identify her gender, preservation issues 

with the tusks, and fossilization.  

A third panel highlights the unidentified bones and saber-tooth cat tooth replica 

(Figure 4.20). This panel illustrates the 

paleoenvironment around the Dig Shelter, in 

artwork that features important Pleistocene 

animals. Mammoths are present with bison, 

glyptodont, and a turtle/tortoise. Bison are an 

Figure 4.19: Panel on the science behind 
the site 

 
Figure 4.20: replica of the matriarch of the 
nursery herd 
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index taxon for the Pleistocene. Glyptodonts are mentioned in Stop 2 of the tour as 

armadillos the size of a car. Turtles and tortoises are important to the site because they 

provide evidence for aquatic paleoenvironment. Their presence at the site means that 

water once flowed through the area. The panel mentions the extinction of megafauna at 

the end of the Pleistocene and introduces the question of why a camel was found with the 

nursery herd.  

Atop the compacted sediment sits a 

replica of the matriarch of the nursery herd, 

exhibiting a human-like behavior (Figure 

4.21). The replica brings to light possible 

evolutionary parallels between humans and 

mammoths. An additional replica of the bull 

mammoth femur next to a human femur 

towards the end of the exhibit shows the similarities 

between the two, despite the evident size difference (Figure 

4.22).  

The final stop of the tour is the fossil preparation lab 

(Figure 4.23). The guide ends the tour by educating the 

visitor about the need for further research, the work 

required to remove the mammoth fossils from the plaster 

jackets they are currently in, and the fact that the site is still 

in progress. Fossil preparation is important because only 

specifically trained people can be tasked with handling the 

Figure 4.21: Panel about additional 
Pleistocene fauna 

Figure 4.22: Replica of a 
mammoth femur 
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bones to prevent damage. The guide encourages visitors to ask questions and stick around 

to enjoy the other amenities of the site.  

 
Exhibiting and Preserving Mammoth Fossils 
at the Mayborn Museum Complex and Waco 

Mammoth National Monument 
 

I identified issues related to 

exhibiting mammoth fossils through the 

process of formulating this thesis. Questions 

that I asked the museums revealed particular 

realities of displaying fossils. The issues are 

directly tied to the exhibition and interpretation methods used to interpret mammoths. 

There are realities of interpretation of mammoths that the Mayborn Museum Complex 

and other museums need to be aware of when exhibiting real fossil material. The realities 

influence, shape, and hinder the interpretation of mammoths. The challenges or realities 

of exhibiting mammoths and the corresponding mitigation steps are explored below.  

 
Environmental Issues with Exhibiting Mammoth Fossils 

 
All fossils require special consideration, but the Waco Mammoth fossil material 

and non-Waco mammoth fossil material need extra care because they are technically not 

fossilized. Fossilization is the process of turning organic material to rock. The 

fossilization process and surrounding geology at the Waco site has not allowed for 

complete mineralization of the bone, making the texture sometimes like chalk.10 Fossils 

 
 10 Nordt, L., Bongino, J., Forman, S., Esker, D., & Benedict, A. (2015). Late 
Quaternary environments of the Waco Mammoth site, Texas USA. Quaternary 
Research, 84(3), 423-438. 

 
Figure 4.23: Prep lab in the Dig Shelter 
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need special care before they are ready for exhibition. They must be consolidated using 

glues such as B-72 as a thin layer of protection for the bone.11 Collections staff monitor 

temperature and humidity to make sure they stay constant, using equipment such as 

HOBOs, the size of which allows for them to be tucked close to the fossil, out of site 

from the visitor. 12Temperature should be kept at 65 degrees Fahrenheit with a 5-degree 

buffer on either side. Humidity should be kept 55% with a buffer of 10% to 15% daily.13 

It is easier to take away humidity than add humidity to a room to combat dry air. 

Exhibiting the fossils removes them from storage where they have a few more layers of 

protection, such as being in an archival box within a bag if possible. Another issue with 

exhibiting mammoth fossils is that there needs to be enough of the same material to rotate 

out to give specimens on exhibit a break. Exhibiting one specimen for long periods could 

accelerate deterioration from light and swings in temperature and humidity that fossils in 

storage are not subject to. Fossil material, including jacketed specimens, should be kept 

in some type of case that will allow the visitor to view the specimen and allow for 

museum staff to control agents of deterioration.14  This can add to the cost of exhibiting 

 
 11 Paraloid B-72 is a museum standard glue composed of plastic resin and acetone 
used by fossil preparators to stabilize fossil bones. 
 
 12 HOBO LCD temperature/ relative humidity is a data logger that displays and 
records temperature and humidity conditions where it is placed. It is placed as close to the 
fossil as possible. 
 
 13 I learned all this information in Fall 2019 (specific date unknown), Introduction 
to Collections, Professor Rachael Nadeau Johnson, Baylor University during my time as 
a Museum Studies graduate student. This knowledge has been put into practice at the 
Waco Mammoth National Monument, where I have recorded temperature and humidity 
levels within the dig shelter.  
 
 14 Benedict, Anita L. "Assessing environmental risk at structurally enclosed, in 
situ paleontological exhibits." (2003): 0840-0840. 
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mammoth material because the mammoth bones are naturally quite large and need 

proportional sized cases for display. 

 
The Dig Shelter 
 

The Dig Shelter is unique to the Waco Mammoth National Monument (within 

Waco) and is the basis that allows for the interpretation of the mammoths to happen at the 

site. Without the shelter the bones would not be preserved for interpretation. Cotera & 

Reed Architects developed a layout of a shelter that would be built around the in-situ 

fossils during 2007 to 2009. The architects determined the size of the building by the size 

of the mammoth excavation at the time because even though the City of Waco had closed 

the site, the hopes for the future is to reopen the site to further digging.  

The architects of the Dig Shelter constructed it to slow down the agents of 

deterioration on the in-situ fossils and create a space for visitors to view the bones, while 

preserving the fossils as long as possible.15 The building controls temperature and 

humidity, sunlight and indoor light exposure to bones, keeping water, fire, and pests off 

bones, and security. The builders relied on Anita Benedict’s master’s thesis for the 

development of the building.16 Miss Benedict, Tom Haddad, and others monitored the 

site during construction in case more fossil bones were discovered, which inevitably 

happened and was recorded for possible future excavations.17 The construction company 

 
 15  Agents of deterioration are water, fire, pests, theft and vandalism, neglect and 
dissociation, temperature, relative humidity, physical force, light, and air pollutants.  
 
 16 Benedict, A. (2002). Assessing environmental risk at structurally enclosed, in 
situ paleontological exhibits. Thesis (M.A.) Baylor University, 2002. 
 
 17 Tom Haddad is the Assistant Director of Facilities for the Mayborn Museum 
Complex. He was at the museum when the Mayborn Museum Complex building and 
exhibits were being constructed in 2003-2004.  
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built protective boxes to fit comfortably over the in-situ fossils as a buffer from possible 

mishaps, such as falling beams or equipment failures. 

 The building is metal and concrete to prevent off-gassing, which can be 

damaging to the fossils. Constriction workers poured concrete walls four to six feet high, 

supported by concrete piers that extended into Cretaceous limestone bedrock.18 They also 

installed French drains around the perimeter of the building to divert water away from the 

exterior walls of the shelter. On the exterior of the building is a gravel “skirt” that 

prevents animals and plants from burrowing under the walls into the dig area. The 

architects situated the building at a particular angle to keep the sun from hitting the 

fossils. This is in addition to the UV protection on the windows. The lights illuminating 

the in-situ fossils are UV- filtering lights placed in the bottom of the bridge. A special 

HVAC system monitors temperature and humidity. Fluctuations in temperature and 

humidity allow for the bones to expand and contract, which leads to breakdown of 

fossils.19 Behind the mural on the south wall is an air handling system for keeping the air 

clear of pollutants that can harm the fossils. Self- locking doors allow for an extra layer 

of security and protection for the bones. The architects designed the doors to help keep 

temperature and humidity in the shelter as constant as possible and control visitor traffic 

in the building. The main walkway through the shelter was attached to the ceiling so as to 

not impede future excavation efforts in the dig pit.  

 
 18 The concrete piers extend about 30 feet into the ground into limestone bedrock 
that is at least 65 million years ago. Limestone is a rock that is formed in shallow marine 
environments.  
 
 19 http://collections.paleo.amnh.org/6/storing/storage-environments 
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 Aesthetically, it is a pleasing building with a modern architectural feel. The 

building has been protecting the fossils for over ten years, with some additions such as a 

platform for a small fossil preparation lab and HVAC improvements.  

 
The In-Situ Fossils 
 

Keeping fossils in-situ is one way to preserve the fossils longer, by limiting 

movement and possibility of dissociation, as well as preserving the geologic evidence. 

The fossils will not get lost being transported from the dig site to the museum. It is rarer 

to see fossils in-situ because in most cases the fossils have to be removed from their 

original location. When paleontologists uncover fossils, sometimes they put a plaster cast 

over the fossils to preserve them, possibly relocating them to a museum for study or 

exhibition. The Waco Mammoth National Monument partners took steps to ensure that 

the site fossils would not have to be removed. By keeping the fossils in the ground, 

researchers can study the deposition of the bones, to infer how the mammoths died and 

were buried.  

The nursery herd, preserved at the site, consists of two mammoths and a camel, 

preserved in the lower sediment level.20 The middle layer is home of the unidentified 

bones and the saber-tooth cat tooth. The upper layer has the show-stopping bull 

mammoth complete with majestic tusks and partial skeletons of juvenile mammoths. The 

complete female mammoth was discovered, but more research is needed to properly 

 
 20 The nursery herd outside of the perimeter of the Dig Shelter was removed from 
the site in the 1980s, to ensure preservation. An additional two mammoths and a camel 
were discovered  
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determine to which layer she belongs. At this writing, she appears to be on the same level 

as the upper fossil layer.   

The purpose of Chapter Four is to create a compilation of current interpretation 

practices of mammoths at the Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth 

National Monument. I apply the current interpretation to identify areas of mammoth 

exhibits that are successful, possible improvement, and issues for exhibit staff to take into 

account in the exhibit development process. I highlight what the collections staff at the 

Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument are doing to 

ensure the perpetuity of the mammoth fossils. I explored the Dig Shelter and the in-situ 

fossils, how they function to preserve the fossils. With the information gathered in 

Chapter Four, myself and the reader can understand the impetus for the recommendations 

in the remainder of the thesis.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Data Presentation, Analysis, and Recommendations 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 I use this chapter to focus on gathering and analyzing data from the previous two 

chapters and US museum participant’s surveys and interviews, to make recommendations 

for the Mayborn Museum Complex future mammoth exhibit development. My purpose 

for the survey was to find out which of the 12 methods of interpretation were being used 

at the participant’s museum. I have included the 12 methods of interpretation first, so the 

reader understands what each method is and does for the exhibits. I, then, collected the 

data from current interpretation, surveys, interviews, and future exhibit plans for the 

Mayborn Museum Complex.1 Utilizing all the data, I make recommendations for future 

exhibit interpretation themes and methods of interpreting mammoths at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex, that could be included in future exhibits. 

 
Methods of Interpretation 

 
 There were 12 different methods of interpretation that were identified by myself 

and my thesis committee. Methods were chosen from looking at the elements of exhibits 

at the Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument and 

from personal experience. Then my thesis advisors, Dr. Kenneth Hafertepe and Professor 

Charlie Walter, and I discussed each method to determine if we wanted to include it in 

 
 1 Please refer to Chapter Four for overview of current interpretation of mammoths 
at the Mayborn Museum Complex. 
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the survey. The methods were chosen because they were methods of interpretation used 

at natural history museums and could be utilized at the Mayborn Museum Complex in the 

future exhibits. The participating museums could select the methods, any amount out of 

12 being employed at their institution, in the survey. I then extracted data from the 

surveys to create tables showing what individual museum was interpreting. The table 

below shows which methods were popular or not from all surveyed museums (Figure 

5.1).  Also from the data, a series of current practices regarding the interpretation of 

mammoths was ascertained.  

 
 

Figure 5.1: 12 Methods of Interpretation 
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Articulated Mammoth Skeleton  
  

An articulated skeleton is anatomically arranged and displayed accumulation of 

bones from one individual animal. It is what the animal would have looked like with no 

skin or soft body parts. The use of this method is to see how large a mammoth is, see 

what a mammoth’s skeleton looks like put together.  It is an effective way of showing the 

true size of the animal, where it can be used to compare to humans and other animals. 

People have always been fascinated by things larger and greater than themselves.2  This 

is a “show stopper” that is liked and enjoyed by museum visitors, in addition to the 

surveyed museums in this thesis.3 The opportunity for interpretation is great because 

mammoth behaviors and environments can be discerned from a complete skeleton.  

An articulated mammoth skeleton can be constructed combining real fossils and 

replicas. There are a few reasons that lead to this conclusion. One, it is rare to find an 

articulated skeleton in the field. Two, most institutions prefer a skeleton constructed of 

replicas (Figure 5.2). The actual fossil maybe too heavy or fragile to display articulated. 

Three, there is only one of the specimen in the world or it is unavailable for exhibit. The 

replica of the specimen maybe the only thing left to show.  

 Small, medium, and large museums surveyed had articulated mammoth skeletons 

and 73 % of surveyed museums use this method of interpretation (Figure 5.3). They can 

be costly and require outside resources or consultation, but a majority of museums use 

this method. The articulated mammoth skeleton is displayed using a metal frame posed in 

 
 2 Rieppel, Lukas. "Bringing dinosaurs back to life: exhibiting prehistory at the 
American Museum of Natural History." Isis 103, no. 3 (2012): 460-490. 
 
 3 Refer to What Visitors Enjoy in the Exhibits further on in Analysis section. 
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life-like positions. This method requires a large portion of exhibit space because 

mammoths were very large mammals that stood at least 14 feet tall. The fossils that are 

used in the skeleton are not protected by a case and more susceptible to agents of 

deterioration. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: What museums have an articulated mammoth skeleton 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Percentage of museums that have an articulated mammoth skeleton 

 
Individual fossils   
 
 This method of interpretation is an example of ancient life, can be compared to 

the anatomy of other animals, and are genuine. A majority of mammoth localities only 
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yield individual fossil bones such as a tusk or tooth, which preserve very well during the 

fossilization process. This method is a useful way of interpreting mammoth fossils that 

are not directly associated with each other. Most time in the field, paleontologist will 

excavate one fossil, where either there are no other fossils or the surrounding fossil can 

be determined to not be associated to each other. An example is at the Waco Mammoth 

National Monument, where a saber-tooth cat tooth is exhibited by itself, but species can 

be established. There are limitations to this method though. It is dependent on the type of 

bone that is found. The scope of interpretation is limited because individual fossils do not 

provide background information like an articulated mammoth skeleton.4 Instead, 

individual fossils can possibly tell the viewer what type of bones they are looking at, 

basic fossilization and preservation, and family/ genus. It can be difficult to garner 

information about the life behaviors of the animal or identification of species from an 

individual bone. There are rare exceptions but for the most part individual bones do not 

provide sufficient information. Particular bones survive the fossilization process better, 

such as teeth and long bones.  

All sizes of museum, small, medium, and large, exhibit individual fossils, but 

only 63% of surveyed museum’s exhibit individual fossils (Figure 5.4 and 5.5). This is 

possibly due to the fact that they may not have the funds for a full-scale skeleton, access 

to complete mammoth skeletons, or may not be research focused. An institution may 

exhibit the individual bones, until they get funds for a complete skeleton. This method is 

 
 4 This is all information I have learned in geosciences classes at Baylor University 
and working at Waco mammoth National Monument.  
https://www.americangeosciences.org/education/k5geosource/content/fossils/how-do-
paleontologists-identify-fossils 
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preferable for museums. Individual fossils do not require as much exhibit space as an 

articulated skeleton. Exhibiting individual fossils directly utilizes the museum’s 

collections but the fossils may require special care to maintain preservation.  

  

 

Figure 5.4: What museums have individual fossils 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Percentage of museums that have individual fossils 

 
Replicas   
 
 Replicas are an effective method of interpreting mammoths because they 

represent the real fossils, without having to worry about damaging the fossil. Replicas are 

reproductions of fossils that are made of resin, plaster, or like materials. The specimens 

made into replicas tend to be the best example of that species, for example a dire wolf 

from the La Brea Tar Pits in Los Angeles, CA. This helps to make the specimen more 

accessible for museum visitors. Used as a substitute for a real bone, replicas represent the 
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real material that is being either researched, too fragile to be displayed, or is missing or 

not preserved in fossil record. Replicas can be considered a work of art, meticulously 

constructed to take the place of the real fossil without the museum visitor knowing, 

unless they look at the display’s label. They tend to be made of lighter material and are 

sturdier than mammoth bones. They can represent one bone, like the tooth from a kitten 

saber-tooth cat at the Waco Mammoth National Monument, or a full scale mammoth, 

such as the cast of the bull mammoth at the Mayborn Museum Complex. They can be 

constructed in-house or through a consultant or other outside party. Just like the 

articulated mammoth skeleton and individual fossils, museums of all sizes use replicas as 

a tool of interpretation and 73% of surveyed museums use the method in their exhibits 

(Figure 5.6 and 5.7). 

 

 

Figure 5.6: What museums are exhibiting replicas 
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of museums that have replicas 

 
Video   
 
 Video is a useful tool for interpreting information that would otherwise be on the 

written labels or not presented at all. It is more successful in engaging the senses than 

traditional labeling of museum objects.5 Videos engage the eyes as well as the ears, are 

quick to deliver information, and are entertaining. Utilized by less than half of the 

surveyed-museums, video is used in 45 % of them (Figure 5.8). Possible reasons for the 

limited use of this method are that it requires producing a video and the capacity for the 

exhibit to play the video. Moreover, it is complicated and time-consuming to update, and 

may require being exhibited in a dark room or away from the main exhibit space.  

 Four large museums and one medium museum use video as a method of 

interpreting mammoths in their exhibits, making up 45 % of surveyed museums that 

employ this method (Figure 5.9).  

 

 
 5 Vom Lehn, D., & Heath, C. (2007). Social interaction in museums and galleries: 
A note on video-based field studies. Video research in the learning sciences, 287-301.  
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Figure 5.8: What museums are exhibiting videos 

 

 
 

Figure 5.9: Percentage of museums that have video 

 
Images: Murals, Paintings, Photographs, Drawings   
 

Images such as murals, paintings, photographs, and drawings are powerful tools 

for the interpretation of mammoths because they take abstract research or concepts and 

make it concrete for the viewer by visualizing the information. They provide a snapshot 

of time and elicit emotion about events that the visitor could not have experienced. They 

can visually bring to life mammoths and their environments. They can be used to show 

scale of a mammoth as well. All museums surveyed and interviewed use images to 

interpret mammoths. The cost for printing, owning, or creating images can range from 

low to very expensive. First, this is dependent on the material to which the image is 
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affixed. Second, other costs when hiring an artist, using graphics, or securing permission 

to use copyrighted material. Third, images can be any size and shape because they 

encompass many mediums. Mediums can be walls, printed art, photographs, and 

graphics. Images can be printed on vinyl, Sintra, wood, plastic, or canvas, where they are 

affixed to exhibit walls.  Images are used by all surveyed-museums in the interpretation 

of mammoths.  Some use murals, to depict the paleoenvironment that mammoths roamed 

in. The University of Nebraska State Museum, the Smithsonian Institution, the Perot 

Museum of Nature and Science, Houston Museum of Natural Science each have a mural 

and/ or artwork to accompany the fossils (Figures 5.10 and 5.11).  

 

 

Figure 5.10: What museums are exhibiting images 

 

 
 

Figure 5.11: Percentage of museums that have images 
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Computer Interactives   
 
 Used as a method of interpretation of mammoths, computer interactives 

encompass educational games that are played on a computer, iPad, or tablet. They help to 

interpret mammoths for the museum visitor, making the exhibit memorable. The method 

allows for the museum visitor to absorb information by doing, making it fun in the 

process. Computer interactives began showing up in museums in the 1990s.6 But issues 

can arise with the technology such as frequent software updates or discontinuation of 

certain technology. It can be costly to maintain and need staff to support if the program is 

not working. At the Mayborn Museum Complex, the computer interactive sits in a 

fabricated rock wall, but complicates the replacement of it. Using technology may require 

the museum exhibit staff to think in the future about how technology can change quickly 

and how that affects the exhibit. Of the 45 % of surveyed museums that utilize this 

method, four of the five were large museums (Figures 5.12 and 5.13). The Western 

Science Center, a small museum, was the fifth museum to use computer interactives, 

where the museum visitor uses an iPad for the visitor to interact with.  

 Interestingly, since I received their completed survey, in Spring 2021 the 

Smithsonian Institution unveiled a new computer interactive.  The visitor can place the 

iPad over the articulated bones or fossils of an animal to see what it would have looked 

like with skin.  

 
 6 Tiia Naskali, Jaakko Suominen, Petri Saarikoski. The Introduction of Computer 
and Video Games in Museums – Experiences and Possibilities. International Conference 
on History of Computing (HC), Jun 2013, London, United Kingdom. pp.226-245, 
10.1007/978-3-642-41650-7_21. hal-01455255  
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 Technology may seem to be only available to a museum with plenty of funding, 

but a museum with a limited budget could be able to afford the technology in the future 

Technology is constantly improving, with older technology depreciating in value but, 

becoming more accessible for budget friendly institutions.  In addition, computer 

companies have developed more compact models, requiring less space within an exhibit.  

 

 

Figure 5.12: What museums are exhibiting computer interactives 

  

 
 

Figure 5.13: Percentage of museums that have computer interactives 
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Hands-on Interactives  
 
 Hands-on interactives allow the museum visitor to place themselves into an 

exhibit, activity, or space. Possibly favored by educators, hands-on interactives are about 

helping make the exhibit mean something to the visitor or leave an impression on them. 

They draw on more senses than static exhibit cases and they implement more than one 

method of interpretation. Often though they need staff to help administer the interactive 

and they require developing an activity in-house or through an outside consultant. The 

dig pit interactive is a very popular among types of hands-on interactives with visitors 

because it allows the visitor to step in the shoes of a paleontologist by excavating fossils, 

real or replica. The Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose, The Mammoth Site in South 

Dakota, and Waco Mammoth National Monument reported through interviews that their 

dig pit interactive was enjoyable and engaging for visitors.  Hands-on interactives are 

used by 45% of surveyed museums that vary from small to large (Figure 5.14 and 5.15).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.14: What museums are exhibiting hands-on interactives 
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Figure 5.15: Percentage of museums that have hands-on interactives 

 
Guided Tour   
 
  A guided tour is when a museum visitor is taken by a docent or tour guide 

through the exhibits to learn more in-depth information about it. Another vehicle to drive 

interpretation, a tour can include more information than what is available on labels. At 

Waco Mammoth National Monument uses the tour to talk about history and research. 

Guided tours are typically associated with the National Park Service, but also a majority 

of the museum field use it as an interpretation method. Two surveyed museums, The 

Mammoth Site South Dakota and the Waco Mammoth National Monument, offer tours 

and have fossils in-situ (Figure 5.16). The Houston Museum of Natural Science offer 

tours, but they cover the whole museum, not just mammoths. There may be too much 

information to put on a label, so the institutions rely on the guided tour to quickly deliver 

information to the museum visitor. The museum visitor doesn’t have to read a label, but 

listen to the tour guide. At Waco Mammoth National Monument, it also allows visitors to 

view the fossils under the watchful eye of their guide. The drawbacks to a guided tour is 

the requirement of specially trained staff to give tours, a tight scheduling system, and a 

solid interpretive script is needed to keep all staff on the same page. COVID-19 caused 

tours to be suspended at the three surveyed museums with guided tours. The Waco 
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Mammoth National Monument is expected to return to guided tours once the pandemic is 

over but the Mammoth Site in South Dakota is phasing theirs out, in favor of self-guided 

tours through cell phones that allow for a guest to go at their own pace. 27% of surveyed 

museum uses this method (Figure 5.17). 

 

 

Figure 5.16: What museums have guided tours 

 

 
Figure 5.17: Percentage of museums that have guided tours 

 

Staff/ Volunteer Demonstrations: Fossil Preparation, Programming   
 
 Staff/ volunteer demonstrations use fossil preparation and programming as a 

method of interpretation. Fossil preparation demonstrate for the museum visitor how to 
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prepare a fossil for exhibition or research. It is a great way to tie in research or interpret 

the process of research, in addition to the mammoth fossils. It does require having trained 

staff, a designated space equipped for fossil preparation, and the material to work with. 

Despite all the requirements for it, the method is favored by over half (73%) of museums 

surveyed and very popular with visitors (Figure 5.19). Eight of the surveyed museums 

have staff/ volunteer demonstrations, with all eight having fossil preparation labs, where 

visitors can watch and learn (Figure 5.18). In addition, the Waco Mammoth National 

Monument also has programming.  Programming takes a part of an exhibit and elaborates 

on it. For example, at the Waco Mammoth National Monument there is a Junior Ranger 

program. The park visitor fills out a paper book and gets a badge for their participation in 

the program.   

 

 

Figure 5.18: What museums have staff/ volunteer demonstrations 
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Figure 5.19: Percentage of museums that have staff/ volunteer demonstrations 

 
Cell Phone Apps/ QR Codes   
 
 Utilizing phone technology may seem like a relatively new method of 

interpretation, but they come from audio tours, which have been used by museums since 

the early 2000s.7 Only one surveyed museum uses the technology. This could be 

successful because it gives the control over the flow of information to the visitor. But it 

requires computer programming, possible outsourcing to a tech company, and 

maintenance. The Mammoth Site South Dakota is currently working on an app to take the 

place of their guided tour. This method may take time for it to catch on with other 

museums, for it seems that audio tours are not popular with the surveyed museums 

(Figure 5.20). But it may be used more in the future. But, as one of my thesis committee 

pointed out, the technology feels outdated today with up and coming new technology, 

such as apps. It is possible that cell phone apps and QR codes are another fad. More 

research is required to understand how the museum visitor feels about the use of cell 

phones within a museum setting. It does not appear that the surveyed museums want to 

 
 7 Lessons from The Berkeley Museum Informatics Project, archived 2016-03-03 
at the Wayback Machine, CAUSE. 1994. 
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take the time to do so. 9% of surveyed museum use cell phone apps or QR codes (Figure 

5.21) 

 

 

Figure 5.20: What museums have cell phone apps 

 

 
 

Figure 5.21: Percentage of museums that use cell phone apps 

 
Bilingual Labeling   
 
 This method of interpretation is important to help the museum to be more 

accessible for a broader audience. Many of the surveyed museums expressed wanting to 

include bilingual labeling but did not in fact at the moment have it. 18% of surveyed 

museums have bilingual labeling (Figure 5.22 and 5.23). The issues with this method are 

the process of translating labeling from English to another language, having the resources 
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to pay for the translation, and the space for exhibiting double the labeling. It is important 

for the future of museums to become more inclusive to broaden audience’s accessibility 

to them. The Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose used a portion of their National 

Science Foundation grant to develop bilingual labeling for their Mammoth Exhibit. The 

purpose was to include the museum visitors, primarily from central California and the 

Bay Area, who may not know English but wanted access to the museum. Most museums 

are within city settings where demographics are varied but cater towards an English-

speaking audience.  In the case of the Mammoth Site South Dakota, their interpretation of 

mammoths is well known across the world, regularly drawing people from outside the 

United States regularly. They realized they needed to serve their varied museum audience 

and so they offer pamphlets in several different languages. Other surveyed museums may 

offer pamphlets in different languages but they were not noted in the survey. A pamphlet 

is usually printed on paper, easily changeable, and given to the visitor to take with them 

through the museum and beyond. A label is more permanent, can be printed on mediums 

that are not easily changed or may require more funding to change. Labels are displayed 

directly in the exhibit.   

 

 
 

Figure 5.22: What museums have bilingual labeling 
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Figure 5.23: Percentage of museums that have bilingual labeling 

 
Other: In-Situ Fossils 
   

In situ fossils are preserved in their original deposition. Fossils kept in-situ help to 

interpret life behaviors, death and burial positions in association with the mammoths and 

other animals found at the same site. For the visitor, it allows for interpretation of the 

post-death process of fossilization. Most visitors expect to see bones already excavated 

out of the ground and displayed in cabinets or in life-like positioning. From the scientist’s 

perspective, in-situ bones can help researchers give clues that could be destroyed once the 

fossil is removed from where it was found, giving the bones further context, and limiting 

the deterioration of the fossils.  For the visitor it is a chance to see the ground 

environment where the bones were preserved. This method of interpretation requires a 

great deal of space and a special building to preserve the bones. Most bones left in-situ 

are semi-complete to complete, therefore they maybe too large to excavate or jacket or 

the institution may not have the available space to store the fossils. It is unusual to exhibit 

fossils at the site they were discovered, so the fossils have to be complete. Examples are 

The Mammoth Site South Dakota, the Waco Mammoth National Monument, and the 
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Trailside Museum Nebraska State Museum. Their in-situ fossils are more than two 

individuals.  

Out of the four surveyed museums that marked “Other”, the Mammoth Site in 

South Dakota and the Waco Mammoth National Monument exhibit in-situ fossils (Table 

5.13).  

 
Other: Sculptures 
 
 A sculpture interprets the mammoth, excluding the bones from the interpretation, 

instead focusing on what the mammoth would have looked like if it were a modern 

species. The museum visitor can physically interact with a sculpture, which can 

contribute to maintenance issues. This should be taken into account by museum staff, by 

choosing the most durable materials. Selections of the material of sculpture should be 

taken into consideration to minimize deterioration. Depending on the type of material, 

museum visitors to weather can cause deterioration of the sculptures. Metal is the best 

material because it can withstand abuse from human interaction and weather. The 

Museum of Natural and Cultural History University of Oregon noted in their survey that 

they are having issues with the durability of their sculptures, but their sculpture material 

is plaster/ concrete over an interior metal structure.  

The Mayborn Museum Complex plans to construct two mammoth sculptures to 

be placed outside the museum. The current cost projection for the sculptures is 

$600,000.8 Materials and labor can be very expensive, but the sculpture has the 

 
 8 The Mayborn Museum Complex Master Plan by Merrill & Associates list out a 
budget for certain exhibit elements. The budget for the sculptures is listed on the same 
table.  
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possibility to become a symbol or landmark for the museum. The mammoth sculptures 

will also show the museum visitor that mammoths are an important part of the museum. 

The Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose and the Museum of Natural and Cultural 

History University of Oregon are the only two surveyed museums that currently utilize 

this type of mammoth interpretation (Figure 5.24 and 5.25).  

 

 

Figure 5.24: What museums have other methods of interpretation 

 

 
 

Figure 5.25: Percentage of museums that have other methods of interpretation 
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US Museum Survey Participants 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Nine museums from around North America participated in a survey and/or virtual 

interview focused on the interpretation of mammoths at their respective museums. The 

purpose of the survey and interviews was to compare and contrast the museum to each 

other to deduce current practices in mammoth interpretation within North American 

natural history museums. The surveys and interviews I collected were useful for 

answering my research question: How are survey-participating US Natural History 

Museums (in addition to the Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth 

National Monument) are interpreting mammoths? I take the subsequent results to inform 

the exhibit recommendations I make for the Mayborn Museum Complex. By looking at 

the current mammoth interpretation at each institution, the Mayborn can choose which 

methods of interpretation to utilize and or not include in future exhibits. The museums 

had 12 methods of interpretation included in the survey and they marked the ones that are 

implemented at their museum.  

To help me and possibly museum staff at the Mayborn Museum Complex to 

ponder how budget and museum size may have influenced the interpretation of 

mammoths at each institution, each is classified by size, annual visitation, date of last 

renovation, and type of museum.9 See footnote below as to how I determined the size of 

each institution.  

 
 9 Museum sizes were determined by Association of Children’s Museums 
definition based on annual attendance: a small museum has less than 50,000 visitors, a 
medium museum has 50,000 to 148,667 visitors, and a large museum has more than 
148,667 visitors.  
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Figure 5.26: Surveyed museums basic information 

 
Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture 

 
The Burke Museum is a natural history museum, chartered by a state, and 

operated by a university. A group of naturalists, needing a home for their collections, 

started a small museum located on the University of Washington campus in Seattle, 

Washington. 10The state legislature declared it the depository for significant natural and 

cultural objects, recognizing it as the Washington State Museum in 1899. The museum is 

under governance of the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of Washington. 

Considered a large sized museum, they attract 150,000 visitors annually. Their mammoth 

exhibits feature an articulated mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, replicas, video, 

images, computer interactives, hands-on interactives, and staff/ volunteer demonstrations 

(Figure 5.27).11 In 2019, the museum updated its mammoth exhibit. The Paleontology 

 

 
 
 10 https://www.burkemuseum.org  
 
 11 Staff/ volunteer demonstrations are fossil preparation labs or educational 
programming. 
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and Archaeology exhibit gallery, approximately 3000 

square feet, has some 300 square feet dedicated to the 

interpretation of the Ice Age. There was a budget of 

$150,000 to $300,000 just for the Ice Age 

portion.  The exhibit showcases mammoths with other 

Pleistocene animals. Fossil material included in the 

exhibit is a complete salmon skeleton, an articulated 

ground sloth, a mammoth tusk, and bison skull. In 

addition, there is a display of three large articulated 

skeletons of a ground sloth, mammoth, and Smilodon, 

all next to each other.12 

 
Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose 

The Children’s Museum of San Jose is, as the 

name would suggest, a children’s museum in San 

Jose, California that focuses on hands-on 

interpretation for children and their families.13 The 

museum founded in 1990 as a board managed private 

museum, garners an annual attendance of ~ 320,000 

visitors, classifying them as a large sized museum. In 

2005, volunteers excavated a juvenile mammoth near 

the Guadalupe River in San Jose. The museum 

 
 12 A Smilodon is a saber-toothed cat. 
 
 13 https://www.cdm.org/about/ 

Figure 5.27: Burke Museum of 
Natural History and Culture 

Figure 5.28: Children’s Discovery 
Museum San Jose 
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received a National Science Foundation grant in 2012 that allowed for the development 

of a mammoth exhibit focused on research on the excavated juvenile mammoth called 

Mammoth Discovery, facilitated by the Berkeley Museum of Paleontology at the 

University of California, Berkeley and the University of Santa Cruz Developmental 

Psychology Department. A 2000 square foot exhibit on mammoths was installed in 2011- 

2012. The budget was $2 million, being funded by National Science Foundation and 

other grants. The museum uses eight out of 12 methods of interpretation listed on the 

survey (Figure 5.28). The methods are articulated mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, 

replicas, videos, images, hands on interactive, bilingual labeling, and sculpture as other 

option.  

 
Houston Museum of Natural Science 

The Houston Museum is a natural history and 

science museum located in Houston, Texas.14 Founded 

in 1909, the museum is associated with the Houston 

Arts Alliance and the City of Houston. The institutions 

annual attendance is 2,000,000 visitors, making it a 

large sized museum. Their exhibits include an 

articulated mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, 

replicas, video, images, computer interactives, guided 

tour, and staff/volunteer demonstrations (Figure 

5.29). Their mammoth exhibit, housed in the 32,000 

 
 14 http://www.hmns.org 

Figure 5.29: Houston 
Museum of Natural Science 
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square feet Hall of Paleontology, was installed in 2012. The museum’s major renovation, 

which included the mammoth exhibits, had a budget of $50 million dollars. The focus of 

the hall is the history of life on Earth from the earliest evidence of life to Pleistocene 

megafauna. 

 
The Mammoth Site (South Dakota) 
 

14 acres in Hot Springs, South Dakota were being graded for a housing 

development in 1974. Construction workers discovered a mammoth, which turned out to 

be the beginning of 61 mammoths that have been found to date.15 Since 1974, over 1,200 

bones and fragments of mammoths and other Pleistocene animals have been uncovered at 

the site. The museum is an active dig site focused on natural history, education, and 

research. With visitors from all over the world, the site sees an annual attendance of over 

100,000 visitors, classifying them as a medium sized museum. The exhibits feature an 

articulated mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, replicas, 

video, images, hands-on interactive, guided and self-

guided phone application tours, and staff/volunteer 

demonstrations (Figure 5.30). There is a dig area and 

exhibition hall that interprets mammoths for the visitor. A 

shelter was constructed over the original dig area, now 

called Bone Bed Hall, in the 1980s with extensions in 

early 2000s. The exhibition hall, Ice Age Exhibit, was 

installed in 2000 with updates in 2015. 

 
 15 https://www.mammothsite.org/who-we-are/ 
 

Figure 5.30: The Mammoth 
Site South Dakota 
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Museum of Natural and Cultural History at the University of Oregon 

 This museum is a natural history museum located in Eugene, Oregon and was 

founded in the 1930s.16 The museum, founded at the University of Oregon, has remained 

a part of the university since. The annual attendance is over 35,000 visitors to the 

physical museum and over 25,000 through their outreach 

to the state of Oregon. The museum is a small sized 

institution. Their mammoth exhibits utilize replicas, 

images, and staff/volunteer demonstrations (Figure 

5.31).  The exterior mammoth exhibit, installed in 2018, 

is 60 square feet. In addition, there is an indoor exhibit 

where some mammoth bones are exhibited along with 

other Pleistocene animals and it is approximately 1,500 square feet. The budget for the 

exterior exhibit was approximately $140,000. The budget for the interior exhibit was not 

given.  

 
Perot Museum of Nature and Science 
 

The Perot, founded in 2006, when three Dallas museums, the Dallas Museum of 

Natural History, the Science Place, and the Dallas Children’s Museum, merged.17 After 

the merger the institution moved to an impressive new building in downtown Dallas 

designed by famed architect Thom Mayne in 2012. The Perot, known as a natural history, 

science, and children’s museum, is privately owned. Their attendance is over 850,000 

visitors annually. They are a large sized institution. Their exhibits feature an articulated 

 
 16 https://mnch.uoregon.edu  
 
 17 https://www.perotmuseum.org 

Figure 5.31: Museum of 
Natural and Cultural History 
University of Oregon 
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mammoth skeleton, images, and computer interactives as the methods of interpretation 

(Figure 5.32).  The museum exhibits two articulated mammoth skeletons in separate areas 

of the museum. One mammoth skeleton is a mixture 

of bones and replicas, and the second is a complete 

articulated skeleton. The articulated skeleton 

reinforced with replicas is housed in the T. Boone 

Pickens Life Then and Now Hall and was installed 

in 2012. Then in 2014 a mammoth skeleton was 

excavated near Dallas, Texas called Ellie Mae and a 

small installation was put between the second and third floor stairwell of the museum in 

2015. She is exhibited using metal mounts to maintain the same position as if in-situ. The 

exhibit is about 300 square feet and cost about $215,000. 

 
Smithsonian Institution 
 

Natural history, exhibited in the Smithsonian Castle (America’s Castle) as the 

National Museum, opened in 1855 in 

Washington, D.C. 18The Museum of Natural 

History Museum moved to its own building 

on the National Mall opposite the Castle in 

1910. The museum is a natural history 

museum and is a hybrid private-governmental institution. In 2019, their annual 

attendance was about 4.5 million visitors to the natural history museum, classifying the 

 
 18 https://naturalhistory.si.edu; Hafertepe, K. (1984). America's Castle: The 
Evolution of the Smithsonian Building and Its Institution, 1840-1878. 

Figure 5.32: Perot Museum of 
Nature and Science 

Figure 5.33: Smithsonian Institution 
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institution as a large museum. An exhibit within the David H. Koch Hall of Fossils- Deep 

Time features an articulated fossil skeleton of a mammoth with labels, custom 

illustrations, and a mural (Figure 5.33). The exhibit, installed in 2019, had a budget of 

approximately $70 million for 30,000 square feet.  

 
University of Nebraska State Museum 
 

The University of Nebraska State Museum was established in 1871 in Lincoln, 

Nebraska.19 There are three museums associated with the university: Morrill Hall, Ashfall 

Fossil Beds, and Trailside Museum. Based on the museum’s website, the three museums 

encompass small to medium sizes.20 Morrill Hall and Trailside both focus on mammoths 

but Ashfall Fossil Beds does not because they have not been found at the site.  Morrill 

Hall is home to the largest articulated Columbian mammoth skeleton in the world. In-situ 

mammoth fossils are exhibited at the Trailside Museum. Morrill Hall exhibits individual 

fossils and images, such as photos, murals, paintings, and drawings. Their mammoth 

exhibit at Morrill Hall was constructed in the 

1950s, with an unrecorded budget. The gallery 

features articulated mammoth skeleton, 

dioramas, murals, and individual fossils (Figure 

5.34). The exhibit includes elephants. The 

mammoth exhibit, not updated since the 1950s, 

 
 19 https://museum.unl.edu/about-us/; https://ashfall.unl.edu ; 
https://trailside.unl.edu/history.html 
 
 20 The annual attendance was not given on survey. I had to find the information on 
the museum’s website.  
 

Figure 5.34: University of Nebraska 
State Museums 
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there are no plans as of right now to update the museum. Trailside Museum is the 

smallest of the trio of state natural history museums. Mammoths, interpreted along with 

geologic history, are displayed in images, individual fossils, in-situ fossils, and an 

articulated mammoth skeleton.21  

 
Western Science Center 
 

This center is a private museum founded in 2006 in Hemet, California.22 The 

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California discovered Pleistocene fossils in the 

early 1990s, while excavating Diamond Valley Lake. The museum was opened to exhibit 

the findings. It is a small natural history museum with an annual attendance of 30,000 

visitors per year. Exhibits include an articulated 

mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, images, computer 

interactives, and staff/ volunteer demonstrations (Figure 

5.35). The mammoths, exhibited in a dedicated 500 

square feet, was installed in 2006. The focus of the 

exhibit is the mammoths excavated from the Diamond 

Valley Lake. Exhibit staff has recently added a computer 

interactive to the exhibit.  

 
The Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument 
 

The Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument 

each participated in the written survey and virtual interviews with me (Figure 5.36 and 

 
 21 https://trailside.unl.edu/ 
 
 22 https://www.westernsciencecenter.org 

Figure 5.35: Western Science 
Center 
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5.37). Since they are the subjects of this thesis, I thought it was important to include the 

methods of interpretation used at each for comparison with the other museum 

participants.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What Visitors Enjoy in the Exhibits 

Understanding the visitor’s perspective is important because the exhibits are made 

for them to enjoy. The survey asked what visitors enjoyed the most out of the exhibits 

(Figure 5.38). These responses are from museum staff who received non-formal feedback 

from visitors. Common themes emerge from an analysis of the data. Visitors enjoy large 

skeletons or life-sized representations, dioramas, and real fossils. Interactives such as a 

dig pit and sculptures are very popular with museum visitors. Fossil preparation is a 

favorite as well. The thrills of discovering fossils or watching a trained professional/ 

Figure 5.37: Waco Mammoth 
National Monument 

Figure 5.36: Mayborn Museum 
Complex 
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volunteer unearth bones from dirt create a favorable reaction in all types of museum 

visitors.23 Visitors want to see real, large, and life-like.  

 
Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture. 
Visitors enjoy three articulated skeletons of a mammoth, a giant ground sloth, and a 
Smilodon.  

 
Children’s Discovery Museum San Jose.  
The dig pit and diorama are very popular with museum visitors.  

 
The Mammoth Site South Dakota.  

The Active dig site and in-situ fossils are the highlights for the visitors.  
 
Museum of Natural and Cultural History of the University of Oregon.  
Visitors love to touch the sculptures. The interpretation of a baby and mother 
mammoth that are facilitated by the sculptures are also appreciated by visitors. They 
also are happy with the interpretation of a mammoth locality that is within the state of 
Oregon.  

 
Perot Museum of Nature and Science. 
 Visitors report love seeing the scale of mammoths and a mammoth that was 
discovered so close to Dallas and the museum.  

 
University of Nebraska State Museum.  
Seeing the real fossils is preferred by visitors 

 
Western Science Center.  
Visitors enjoy the life sized partial skeleton of a mammoth, other real mammoth bones, 
and the fossil preparation demonstrations.   

 
Figure 5.38: What visitor enjoy 

 
 

Recommendations 
 

To evaluate the Mayborn Museum Complex’s interpretation of mammoths, I 

collected data from surveys, interviews, current interpretation, and histories. The purpose 

 
 23 When the author was working at Waco Mammoth National Monument as a 
National Park Service summer intern, she experienced firsthand the reaction that visitors 
had to her preparing fossils and museum visitors interacting with the dig pit at the site.  
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of the data was to formulate a list of recommendations for future exhibit changes and 

renovations, which are currently being planned at the Mayborn Museum Complex. There 

are details that I have observed through my research that I believe to have influence on 

the interpretation of mammoths at the Mayborn Museum Complex.  

 The first detail is that there are exhibit redundancies, when comparing the 

Mayborn Museum Complex and the Waco Mammoth National Monument. The 

redundancies are in the mammoth interpretation. An example is the exhibit of the cast 

and mold of the bull mammoth layer at the Mayborn Museum Complex, where the real 

fossils are in-situ at the monument. Another example is the similarity of the interpretive 

video at the museum to the guided tour at the monument. These redundancies may be due 

to the fact that the Mayborn Museum Complex exhibited and interpreted the Waco 

Mammoth Site because the site was not open to public visitors until 2009. 

Recommendations might help to mitigate some of the redundancies, while being 

respectful to the importance of the Waco Mammoth National Monument’s place in 

central Texas natural history.  

 The second detail is that the museums who responded to the surveys in this study 

interpret more than mammoths. Mammoths are exhibited with other types of fossils, such 

as additional Pleistocene megafauna at the Mammoth Site South Dakota, Burke Museum, 

and Smithsonian Institution, or other geologic time periods and animals, with dinosaurs at 

the Perot Museum of Nature and Science (Figure 5.39).  
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Figure 5.39: What are mammoths exhibited with 

 
Another detail is the exhibit layout of mammoth. At the surveyed museum’s 

exhibit mammoths in large halls that are lacking separating walls, but at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex the Mammoth Site exhibit follows the theme of an experience room. 

The experience room is an innovation in museum exhibition, intended to go beyond an 

exhibit case or diorama, allowing the guest to walk directly through a diorama-like 

setting. An interpretive natural history experience room is about having the visitor 

become part of the exhibit. A traditional natural history exhibit includes display cases, 

articulated skeletons behind stations, and dioramas. Because of this, to me, the Mayborn 

Museum Complex should be clear if they want an exhibit layout that is traditional natural 

history or interpretive natural history immersive rooms. Despite the innovation, 

experience rooms may not be what the visitor wants to experience at a natural history 

museum. According to the survey, the museum visitor wants to see the real fossils and 

could possibly be heightened to the artificial nature of an experience room.24 All the 

museums surveyed and interviewed that identified as natural history museums, had 

 
 24 Refer to table 5.38 
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exhibit layouts that were the same, meaning they were part of large halls. Experience 

rooms were not in their exhibit layouts.  The recommendations in this thesis will also 

address the direction the Mayborn Museum Complex wants to choose or blend, 

traditional natural history exhibits with cases and enclosed experience rooms.   

 The recommendations for the Mayborn Museum Complex cover three main 

phases:  

1) Immediate Mammoth Site Exhibit updates 
2) New Exhibit in former Extinction Hall 
3) Future Natural History Hall 

 
Each phase will have separate recommendations, utilizing existing elements and 

incorporating new elements. The one goal of the recommendations is to help the 

Mayborn Museum Complex create comprehensive exhibits that will appeal to a wide 

variety of visitors. The recommendations will be for physical exhibit elements, exhibit 

themes, and placement of interpretation within future exhibits at the Mayborn Museum 

Complex. Throughout this section the reader should be aware that the Mayborn Museum 

Complex current plans are a complete renovation of the Natural History Hall to begin in 

the next five to ten years. 

Two exhibition design companies have developed separate preliminary exhibit 

layouts for the Mayborn Museum Complex natural history hall renovation. The first 

company was Merriell & Associates. The second company to further develop Merriell’s 

initial idea is Roto. The preliminary sketches take current exhibits within the Natural 

History Hall, giving them updates for the current museum visitor to enjoy. The updates 

incorporate dinosaurs, which, though very popular with museum visitors, may not honor 
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the geologic history of Waco, Texas. I give recommendations for the representation and 

focus of surrounding Waco, Texas’s fossil history.  

 The first and second phase recommendations focus on utilizing fossil material, 

graphics, and other methods of interpretation that are already at the Mayborn Museum 

Complex disposal.  

Phase 1 Recommendations: 1) Immediate updates Mammoth Site Exhibit in the Natural 
History Hall at the Mayborn Museum Complex.  
 
There are five recommendations: 

a) Addition of graphics and labels 
b) Updating the interpretive video 
c) Replace computer interactive 
d) Removal of artwork  
e) Addition of individual fossils 

 
One method of interpretation that the Mammoth Site Exhibit at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex is missing are images. Images do encompass a wide variety of 

mediums and in this case the images that should be included in the exhibit are graphics 

and labeling. According to my surveys, 100 % of museums use images as a method of 

interpretation. Yet, the Mammoth Site Exhibit does not have them, even though images 

are used elsewhere in the Natural History Hall at the Mayborn Museum Complex. This 

may be because the exhibit is enclosed and identified with being an experience room. 

Graphics that could be added to the exhibit, for example, could help clarify the 

information in the video.  

 The exhibit relies heavily on the video to add context but also assumes that the 

visitor is watching the entire video. The video fails to cover other Pleistocene fauna from 

central Texas, in addition to being outdated and presenting one side of the park research. 

Through the progression of video technology and the Waco Mammoth research in the 
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past 20 years, it may be obvious the video was not produced recently. I also recommend 

that the video be updated and not entirely removed from the exhibit. While the video is 

used by 45 % of surveyed museums, it is a powerful visual method of interpretation that 

has the ability to be entertaining and educational.25 With an update the video could 

portray a current look at the Waco Mammoth National Monument. The next step would 

be to produce a short 30 to 60 second video that can take the place of the current one. The 

average museum visitor covers 200 to 400 square feet every minute they are in an 

exhibition.26 The video length should be mindful of this statistic.  

 If the Mayborn Museum Complex decides to remove the video, graphics could 

take the place of the video. There is opportunity to utilize the partial fossil material and 

creatively filling in gaps by using art or replicas. Graphics can be used to show the 

number of localities throughout Texas and show comparative sizes of the large animals. 

This would be helpful for broadening the interpretation to include central Texas 

Pleistocene mammals or other confirmed fossils from the site. Removal of the video and 

addition of graphics could be a less invasive way to update the exhibit, instead of 

physically removing walls, currently slated to happen during the Natural History Hall 

renovation laid out by Merriell & Associates and Roto. There is plentiful wall space to 

affix paneling/ labeling within the exhibit. I would like to see that the empty wall space 

be utilized to further the interpretation of the mammoths. 

 
 25 Howes, D. (2014). Introduction to sensory museology. The Senses and 
Society, 9(3), 259-267. 
 
 26 Ramy Hammady, Minhua Ma, Interactive Mixed Reality Technology for 
Boosting the Level of Museum Engagement, Augmented Reality and Virtual 
Reality, 10.1007/978-3-030-68086-2_7, (77-91), (2021). 
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 The outdated computer interactive should be removed or updated with new 

technology. According to the surveys, 45% of museums use computer interactives as a 

method of interpretation by 45% of surveyed museums. The monetary funds and time 

required to update the computer interactive may not be a wise way to spend museum 

funds if the interactive is going to be removed in the next few years. Switching to an iPad 

for the computer interactive may help to conserve exhibition space and be easier to 

update with Wi-Fi capabilities.  

 The artwork piece, Pleistocene Memorial, should be removed from the exhibit to 

the rotunda entrance of the museum or have the addition of an interpretive label to better 

connect it to the mammoths. The artwork has no evident direct connection to the Waco 

Mammoth National Monument. With the removal of the artwork, there is plenty of wall 

space to add more images and labeling to help make the Mammoth Site exhibit more 

cohesive. Another option would be to add another label further explaining the artwork 

and its connection to the Waco Mammoth National Monument or how art is used to 

enhance the science.  

Individual fossils could be added with a case that can sit on the counter within the 

exhibit. From the surveys individual fossils are acceptable to display, when replicas or an 

articulated mammoth skeleton are not available. 63% of surveyed museums do exhibit 

individual fossils, but replicas are utilized more at 73%. The collection is being 

transferred from Baylor University and the City of Waco to the National Park Service 

because the transfer was written into the legislation, approved and signed by President 

Barack Obama, when the site was incorporated into the National Park Service. When the 

Waco Mammoth fossil collection is transferred to the National Park Service, then the 
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Mayborn Museum Complex can start the loan process. The transfer is being conducted by 

Dr. Lindsey Yann and interns representing the National Park Service. The Mayborn 

Museum Complex’s Collections Manager Anita Benedict and her staff representing 

Baylor University. The addition of individual fossils directly from the Waco Mammoth 

National Monument will help the Mayborn Museum Complex support the monument, 

while avoiding redundancies.  

Phase Two Recommendations: New Exhibit in former Extinction Hall.  

There are three recommendations: 

a) Exhibit themes for museum staff to choose from 
b) Methods of interpretation to include in the exhibit 
c) Addition of graphics to the mammoth mural 

 
 The Mayborn Museum Complex is not limited to exhibiting and interpreting the 

Waco Mammoth National Monument and the fossils of Pleistocene fauna excavated from 

there. The Mayborn Museum Complex collections scope encompasses 250 radial miles 

around Texas, including Dallas to Austin to west Texas. Pleistocene fossils have been 

found all over Texas, in fact fossils litter the state. The collections at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex also include mammoth fossils donated to the museum. In Appendix B, 

I have created a comprehensive list of all exhibit-ready or worthy mammoth fossils so 

that some or all could be added to the new Extinction Hall exhibit. Exhibit-ready or 

worthy specimens were rated on sturdiness and do not require fossil preparation to be put 

on display. There is enough fossil material to allow the Mayborn Museum Complex to 

maintain preservation, as outlined in Chapter Four section four. The new exhibit at the 

Mayborn Museum Complex is an opportunity to augment rather than duplicate what the 

Waco Mammoth National Monument does.  
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 The two main themes recommended for the Extinction Hall exhibit are “extinct 

fauna vs. modern fauna” and “Pleistocene Central Texas”. I came to these themes by 

looking at how the surveyed museums where exhibiting their mammoths. I discovered 

that majority of mammoths are exhibited with additional Pleistocene fauna. Secondary, I 

spoke with Mayborn Museum Complex exhibit staff about what themes could work in 

the new space.  The “extinct fauna vs. modern fauna” would feature animals that roamed 

central Texas during the Pleistocene. The “modern fauna” could be one of two ideas: 

modern central Texas fauna (such as deer, squirrels, hogs, and big cat) or the modern 

examples of the Pleistocene faunas (elephant, camel, sloth, and armadillo). The Mayborn 

Museum Complex could partner with the Cameron Park Zoo, other Baylor University 

departments, as well as utilizing the biosciences collection within the Mayborn Museum 

Complex, to help achieve this theme.  

 The second theme focuses on all the types of animals that roamed central Texas 

during the Pleistocene. There are comprehensive lists of Pleistocene animals that have 

been formulated by the Waco Mammoth National Monument staff. The list can be used 

to choose Pleistocene animals that represent the monument as well as other Pleistocene 

localities within Texas. Confirmed animals found at the monument include mammoth, 

camel, saber-tooth cat, deer, pronghorn antelope, alligator, fish, turtle, and tortoise. But 

around Texas, Pleistocene animals such as horse, mastodon, elephant, giant ground sloth, 

glyptodonts, and others have been found.  

 Based on the surveys and interviews collected by myself, the types of 

interpretative methods that should be included are an articulated mammoth skeleton, 

individual fossils, replicas, images, and staff/ volunteer demonstrations. These methods 
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scored above 50% in the surveys. Hands-on interpretation, computer interpretation, and 

video each scored 45%, so they could also be included and I defer to the exhibit 

development team’s judgment for that. 

 The life size representation of the bull mammoth, within the mural in the 

Extinction Hall, could benefit from the addition of an image to engage the visitor with the 

mural and act as an interactive.  A ruler or some graphic to represent size of an adult 

human versus the mammoth would help the visitor to understand that the mammoth in the 

mural is the actual size of a Columbian mammoth. The addition of the graphic would be a 

quick and effective way to help elevate the mural to an interactive. 45% of surveyed 

museums use hands-on interactives. 

Phase Three Recommendations: Future Natural History Hall.  

There are five recommendations:  

a) The sculpture 
b) Methods of interpretation to include in the new hall 
c) The importance of the Pleistocene  
d) Physical renovations 
e) Hands-on interactive  

 
The addition of mammoth sculptures in the front of the museum will be useful as 

interpretation tools. Based on evidence in this thesis, sculptures are just as effective in 

interpretation as an articulated skeleton.1 The use of a sculpture is supported by the 

survey responses to what visitors enjoy, even though they scored 33% in the “Other” 

category. Sculptures enable object based learning and can become an icon for the 

museum. Constructing the sculptures out of metal is the best material because, it is best to 

assume visitors will physically interact with the sculptures. The metal will also withstand 

 
 1 Refer to sculptures in analysis chapter 
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weather. Steps to avoid rusting should be taken by museum staff, to ensure the longevity 

of the sculpture, because it is a significant financial investment.  

Based on the surveys and interviews collected by the author, the types of 

interpretative methods that should be included are an articulated mammoth skeleton, 

individual fossils, replicas, images, and staff/ volunteer demonstrations. These methods 

scored above 50% in the surveys. Hands-on interpretation, computer interpretation, and 

video each scored 45%, so they could be included. I defer to the exhibit development 

team’s judgment for that. The addition of an articulated mammoth skeleton should be 

considered a top priority because a majority of surveyed museums use it as a method of 

interpretation, in addition to being a favorite of visitors. More fossils and replicas should 

be prominently displayed. A proper fossil preparation lab should be constructed. These 

are methods that are already included in the current Future Hall plans, except for the 

articulated mammoth skeleton. In the future plans, designed by Andrew Merriell & 

Associates, designs show an Acrocanthosaurus 

(similar to a T-Rex) not a mammoth exhibited by 

the fossil preparation lab and reworked Mammoth 

Site Exhibit. It is recommended that a mammoth or 

series of Pleistocene animal articulated skeletons 

be added to the area.  

The Cretaceous and Pleistocene are two 

very important time periods in Central Texas. But 

the display of each geologic period is not 

proportionate currently or in future exhibit plan 

Figure 5.40: Possible layout of future 
Natural History Hall with Cretaceous 
centric exhibits highlighted by black 
arrow and red arrow highlighting 
Pleistocene centric 
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(Figure 5.40).   s. In the above image, the black lined arrows are showing the proposed 

Cretaceous exhibits, while the red lined arrow is pointing where the proposed Pleistocene 

fossils will be. It clearly dedicates space to the Cretaceous.  

Museum visitors love dinosaurs, but central Texas (region in orange) did not have 

terrestrial dinosaurs. During the Cretaceous, the Western Interior Seaway covered Texas 

up to the North Texas (region in pink) (Figure 5.41). Waco, Texas was host to prehistoric 

reptiles that lived in the ocean, such as Pliosaur, Ichthyosaur, and Plesiosaur. It may be 

tricky for the Mayborn Museum Complex 

to decide what prehistoric animals to 

display and interpret in their exhibit 

because of the scope of their collections. 

The institution currently has a scope of 

250 miles’ radius around Texas with the 

center in Waco, Texas.  When scope of 

collections dictates museum exhibits, it is 

well within this institution’s right to display dinosaurs. But they run the risk of repetitive 

exhibits with other institutions in the scope region. The Mayborn Museum Complex 

needs to ask if they want to be repetitive or individualistic.  

The Cretaceous hall at the museum focuses on marine reptiles and invertebrates. 

But the Pleistocene is grouped together with experience rooms and modern fauna 

interpretation. The surveyed museums support exhibiting Pleistocene fauna in a 

designated area. The Burke Museum of Natural History & Culture, Children’s Discovery 

Museum San Jose, the Museum of Natural and Cultural History University of Oregon, 

Figure 5.41: Central Texas region in orange 
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the Smithsonian Institution, the University of Nebraska State Museums, the Western 

Science Center, and the Mammoth Site South Dakota are all examples of museums 

giving dedicated exhibit space to the Pleistocene. The Mayborn Museum Complex should 

follow these examples, creating an appointed space for the exhibit of Pleistocene fauna.  

The physical renovations proposed for the Mammoth Site Exhibit are that the 

walls of the exhibit should be removed in the future.  The bull mammoth layer replica can 

stay to keep the unique interpretation or could be removed and affixed to a wall for 

another unique view. The materials that the layer is made up of are lightweight and could 

have a plexi-glass barrier constructed to wrap around replica, to help preservation. Using 

wall space can be helpful for optimizing exhibit space, while challenging the visitor’s 

perspective. Or to move away completely from exhibit redundancies, the mold of the bull 

mammoth layer could be permanently removed. But based on the surveys, replicas scored 

a 73% and therefore should remain in the museum.  

The Mayborn Museum Complex’s mission directly mentions the museum’s 

dedication to hands-on learning. An addition of a dig pit interactive could be constructed 

in a way that would not need constant supervision. The Children’s Discovery Museum 

San Jose has developed a similar exhibit. It would be helpful to consult with them. A 

further evaluation of hands-on learning should be conducted, if that is the direction that 

the museum wants to explore.   

One goal of this thesis is to encourage the Mayborn Museum Complex to 

implement a comprehensive interpretation and exhibition of mammoths. Since the core of 

thesis is data collected from surveyed museums, those same museums doing something 

inherently means that the Mayborn Museum Complex should follow suit. The Mayborn 
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is missing out on an opportunity to exhibit a more holistic interpretation of the 

Pleistocene, that the surveyed museums are currently taking advantage of. Without this 

thesis, the Mayborn would be possibly missing a fulfilled interpretation of the 

mammoths, like a puzzle missing pieces. This thesis works to fill those spaces with 

meaningful recommendations.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

Conclusion 
 

 
Mammoth fossils are remnants of a prehistoric Texas that was wild and untamed, 

before humans became dominant. That rich history deserves to be preserved and 

showcased at the Mayborn Museum Complex. I was tasked with gathering data from US 

museums to support the future development of mammoth exhibits at the Mayborn 

Museum Complex. This thesis strives to understand and help fill gaps of exhibit 

knowledge, to enhance the mammoth interpretation, and give recommendations for the 

future development of mammoth exhibits at the Mayborn Museum Complex. 

I organized my recommendations into three phases. The immediate update of the 

Mammoth Site Exhibit is the first phase. I recommend the addition of graphics and labels, 

updating the interpretive video, replacement of the computer interactive, removal of 

artwork, and the addition of individual fossils to the exhibit. The second phase focuses on 

the new exhibit currently being formulated for the former Extinction Hall exhibit. The 

recommendations regard the exhibit themes for museum staff to choose from, methods of 

interpretation to include in the exhibit, and the addition of graphics to the mammoth 

mural. The third and final phase concentrates on the future Natural History Hall 

renovation that the museum is currently fundraising for. I made recommendations for the 

mammoth sculptures to be placed on the exterior of the museum, the methods of 

interpretation to include in the new hall, the importance of the Pleistocene in the hall, 

physical renovations for the space, and the type of hands-on interactives that could be 
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included in the future Natural History Hall. The take-away from this thesis is that there 

are three phases of improvement recommendations for the Mayborn Museum Complex. 

Each phase supports data gathered through surveys and interviews of participating U.S. 

Museums. Based on the analysis, five methods of interpretation should be utilized by the 

Mayborn Museum Complex: articulated mammoth skeleton, individual fossils, replicas, 

images, and staff/ volunteer demonstrations. There are three methods that maybe 

included because they are close to the majority: video, hands-on interpretation, and 

computer interpretation.  

The central theme of this thesis was to focus on the surveys and the data 

generated. This was to help guide the formation and evaluation of current practices in 

mammoth exhibition and interpretation. Identification of current practices in the 

interpretation of mammoths would help the Mayborn Museum Complex better recognize 

areas within their mammoth centric exhibits to improve upon, focusing on the methods 

that should be included based on data collected from surveys.  

What surprised me was that natural history museums have partially kept their 

exhibition and interpretation of natural history, more specifically mammoths, the same 

since Charles Wilson Peale. Exhibition choices, like exhibit cases, to display individual 

fossils, articulated skeletons, and replicas. This means that after over 200 years, natural 

history exhibition has partially remained the same. This is an observation I have come to, 

through the writing process of this thesis. This is not the opinion of the natural history 

museum field. They are striving to find new, innovative, and educational methods to use 

in exhibits.  
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Fossil preparation labs have become a fixture in most natural history museums 

since the 1980s. Computer interactives have been implemented as well. But these 

methods can be costly, hindering the accessibility to all sizes of museum merely due to 

budgetary limitations. The aforementioned issues may be why the exhibit of natural 

history has appeared to be the same for over 200 years.  

To stay true to the partnership between the Mayborn Museum Complex and the 

Waco Mammoth National Monument, they should work at ways to not interpret the 

same, but similar content. Conversations with each institution will help to keep the 

partnership on track. Both institutions have colorful and full stories to interpret and 

hopefully in the future development of exhibits can help them to interpret each 

harmoniously.  

When the Mayborn Museum Complex staff chose what methods of interpretation 

to include in the future development of the Natural History Hall, they should ask: should 

we be innovative or traditional? If the institution follows the data gathered from the 

surveys, they will be exhibiting a more traditional interpretation of mammoths. If 

innovation is what they desire, then they will need to deviate from what they survey are 

saying.  

What I identified in this thesis is the current practices in the interpretation of 

mammoths, not necessarily the future practices. Data showed some methods scoring 

below 50% currently. In the future, these methods may become more accessible to 

museums of all sizes and budgets. But this thesis is only scratching the surface of these 

practices within natural history museums. Future research may involve surveying and 

interviewing additional natural history museums across the United States and maybe 
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across the globe. It may be thoughtful for future researchers to focus on Pleistocene 

fauna, not just mammoths.  

I hope that this thesis will guide the Mayborn Museum Complex in their decisions 

to create a full interpretation of mammoths at the institution. She believes that mammoths 

are a very special prehistoric animal in not just central Texas, but the whole state. They 

deserve to be given the same consideration as dinosaurs and the Cretaceous. By doing so, 

the institution may become a shining individual in the realm of Texas natural history 

museums, which I believe the museum visitor will very much enjoy.  
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APPENDIX A 

Methods of Interpretation Relative to the Participating Museums 
 
 

Figure Appendix A: Data 
 

Museums Articulated 
Mammoth 
Skeleton 

Individual 
Fossils 

Replicas Video Images Computer 
Interactives 

Burke 
Museum of 
Natural 
History & 
Culture 

X X X X X X 

Children's 
Discovery 
Museum  
San Jose 

X X X X X  

Houston 
Museum of 
Natural 
Science 

X X X X X X 

The 
Mammoth 
Site South 
Dakota 

X X X X X  

Mayborn 
Museum 
Complex 

 X X X X X 

Museum of 
Natural and 
Cultural 
History 
University of 
Oregon 

  X  X  

Perot 
Museum of 
Nature and 
Science 

X    X X 

Smithsonian 
Institution 

X    X  

University of 
Nebraska 
State 
Museums 

X X   X  
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Museums Articulated 
Mammoth 
Skeleton 

Individual 
Fossils 

Replicas Video Images Computer 
Interactives 

Waco 
Mammoth 
National 
Monument 

  X  X  

Western 
Science 
Center 

X X X  X X 

Museums Hands-on 
Interactives 

Guided 
Tour 

Staff / 
Volunteer 
Demonstrations 

Apps / 
QR 
Codes 

Bilingual 
Labeling 

Other 

Burke 
Museum of 
Natural 
History & 
Culture 

X  X    

Children's 
Discovery 
Museum San 
Jose 

X    X X 

Houston 
Museum of 
Natural 
Science 

 X X    

The 
Mammoth 
Site South 
Dakota 

X X X X X X 

Mayborn 
Museum 
Complex 

  X    

Museum of 
Natural and 
Cultural 
History 
University of 
Oregon 

  X    

Perot 
Museum of 
Nature and 
Science 

  X    

Smithsonian 
Institution 

      

University of 
Nebraska 
State 
Museums 

     X 
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Museums Hands-on 
Interactives 

Guided 
Tour 

Staff / 
Volunteer 
Demonstrations 

Apps / 
QR 
Codes 

Bilingual 
Labeling 

Other 

Waco 
Mammoth 
National 
Monument 

X X X   X 

Western 
Science 
Center 

X  X    
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APPENDIX B 

Inventory of Non-Mammoth Fossils in Collections at Mayborn Museum Complex 
 
 

(Figure Appendix B) 
Catalog Number Description Exhibit?
P13584 mammoth tooth
P13585 mammoth tooth
P13586 mammoth tooth
P15896 mammoth tooth yes
P1577 mammoth skull fragment yes
P3421 mammoth skull fragment
P3422 mammoth skull fragment
P1609 mammoth vertebra fragment yes
P2027 mammoth vertebra fragment
P1603 mammoth tooth fragment
P1913 complete mammoth tooth yes
P3abc complete mammoth tooth- two molars yes
P1599 partial mammoth tooth yes
P1600 partial mammoth tooth yes
P1601 partial mammoth tooth yes
P1602 partial mammoth tooth yes
P1613ab mammoth tooth with jaw fragment yes
P1614 mammoth tooth
P1585ab mammoth tooth fragment
P1591 mammoth tooth fragment
P1592 mammoth tooth fragment
P135 mammoth tooth with jaw fragment yes
P42 mammoth tooth
P43 mammoth tooth
P3417 partial mammoth tooth
P3418 partial mammoth tooth yes
P13023 partial mammoth tooth yes
P13423 mammoth tooth with jaw fragment
P1595 mammoth tooth fragment
P1598 mammoth tooth fragment
P1566 complete mammoth tooth
P1593 complete mammoth tooth yes
P1594a mammoth tooth fragment
P1594b-e mammoth tooth reconstructed
P749 mammoth tooth fragment
P703 mammoth tooth fragment  
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Catalog Number Description Exhibit?
P748 mammoth tooth fragment
P479 mammoth tooth fragment
P5044 mammoth tooth fragment
P1548 mammoth tooth fragment
P5919 mammoth tooth fragment
P13556 mammoth tooth fragment
P4836ab complete sacrum- tail bone yes
P4403 limb bone fragment
P13553 complete ankle bone yes
P5108 jaw fragment yes
P2024 clavicle fragment
P2026 scapula fragment yes
P1607 scapula fragment yes
P5613 tusk fragment
P147ab tusk fragment yes
P1615abc tusk fragment yes
P4395 tusk fragment yes
P1350 tusk fragment
P3416 tusk fragment
P4398 tusk fragment
P3412 partial distal femur fragment yes
P707 partial distal femur fragment yes
P1584a-t mammoth jaw fragments yes
P1568 partial tibia yes
P1537 limb bone fragment
P1612 limb bone fragment
P3425 jaw fragment with tooth yes
P1605 jaw fragment with tooth yes
P1564 jaw fragment
P3419 jaw fragment
P3420 jaw fragment
P3413 limb bone fragment
P3415 limb bone fragment
P3423 limb bone fragment

Uncataloged material requiring fossil preparation
74-A-120-1-2? leg bone or lower jaw fragment? yes
femur in jacket complete femur stablized in half jacket yes  

 
Figure Appendix B: Inventory 
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